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Welcome to Day One

Day One booklets help you to start quickly in a new topic with just 
the information that you need on day one. The Day One series covers 
the essentials with straightforward explanations, step-by-step instruc-
tions, and practical examples that are easy to follow, while also 
providing lots of references for learning more.   

Why Day One Booklets?

It’s a simple premise – you want to use your Juniper equipment as 
quickly and effectively as possible. You don’t have the time to read 
through a lot of different documents. You may not even know where 
to start. All you want to know is what to do on day one.

Day One booklets let you learn from Juniper experts, so you not only 
find out how to run your device, but where the short cuts are, how to 
stay out of trouble, and what are best practices.

 

What This Booklet Offers You 

This third booklet in the Junos Automation series helps you to 
automate the commit process of your Junos device.  Read it to 
learn how to use the Junos automation scripting toolset and how 
to to write your first commit scripts. 

When you’re done with this booklet, you’ll be able to:

P	Understand the role of and possible uses for commit scripts.

P	Provide feedback as part of the commit process through warning 
or syslog messages. 

P	Halt the commit process with error messages.

P	Alter the configuration through commit scripts.

P	Use configuration macros to simplify your configuration or to 
store specialized data.

P	Create your own customized commit scripts. 
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What You Need to Know Before Reading  

Before reading this booklet, you should be familiar with the basic 
administrative functions of the Junos operating system. This includes 
the ability to work with operational commands and to read, under-
stand, and change the Junos configuration. The Day One booklets of 
the Junos Fundamentals series, and the training materials available on 
the Fast Track portal, can help to provide this background (see the last 
page of this booklet for these and other references). 

Other things that you will find helpful as you explore these pages:

P	Having access to a Junos device while reading this booklet is very 
useful as a number of practice examples reinforcing the concepts 
being taught are included in these pages. Most of the examples 
require creating or modifying a script and then running the script 
on a Junos device in order to see and understand the effect. 

P	The best way to edit SLAX scripts is to use a text editor on your 
local PC or laptop and then to transfer the edited file to the Junos 
device using a file transfer application. Doing this requires access to 
a basic ASCII text editor on your local computer as well as the 
software to transfer the updated script using scp or ftp.

P	While a programming background is not a prerequisite for using 
this booklet, a basic understanding of programming concepts is 
beneficial.

P	This is the third volume of the Junos Automation series. Reading 
the previous volumes is recommended but not necessarily required. 
This booklet assumes you are familiar with the concepts of Junos 
automation and the material covered in the previous publications 
of this Day One series. 

Supplemental Appendix

If you’re reading the print edition of this booklet, there’s more pages 
available in the PDF version, which includes a supplemental appendix. 
Go to www.juniper.net/dayone and download the free PDF version of 
this booklet to get the additional content.

NOTE We’d like to hear your comments and critiques. Please send us your 
suggestions by email at dayone@juniper.net.
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The Junos automation toolset is a standard part of the Junos operating 
system available on all Junos platforms including routers, switches, and 
security devices. This booklet continues teaching the core concepts of 
Junos automation begun in the first two volumes: Day One: Applying 
Junos Operations Automation and Day One: Applying Junos Event 
Automation.  The first booklet explains the SLAX scripting language and 
describes how to use op scripts, one type of Junos automation script.  The 
second booklet explains how to automate events through event policies 
and scripts.  This booklet, the third of the Junos Automation Series, 
describes how commit scripts automate the commit process, giving 
administrators control over what configuration is applied to their Junos 
device.

Junos Automation Overview

Junos automation enables an organization to embed its wealth of knowl-
edge and experience of operations directly into Junos devices:

n	Business rules automation - enforces best practices and changes 
management to avert human factors.

n	Provisioning automation - simplifies and abstracts complex configu-
rations to minimize errors.

n	Operations automation - customizes command output to streamline 
operation and troubleshooting.

n	Event automation - performs automatic changes and responses in 
reaction to observed events.

Through automation, Junos empowers network operators to scale by 
simplifying complex tasks, maximizing uptime, and optimizing opera-
tional efficiency.

Commit Scripts

The prior two booklets discussed the application of op and event scripts.  
An op script is a customized command that administrators can execute 
from the CLI prompt (and other scripts can call) in the same way as a 
standard Junos command.  Op scripts can gather and display desired 
information, perform controlled configuration changes, or execute a 
group of operational commands.  Event scripts are used in conjunction 
with event policies to automate reactions to events.
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Commit scripts fill the third role of Junos automation by providing a 
way to add customized intelligence as part of the commit process.   
Junos executes the commit scripts automatically each time an admin-
istrator commits the configuration. Commit scripts can control the 
commit process in multiple ways ranging from simple warning 
messages to complex configuration changes based on the presence of 
configuration macros. 

Commit Script Examples

A few examples of how commit scripts can control configuration 
include:

n	Verifying essential configuration hierarchies whenever a user 
changes the configuration.  If a user accidently deletes any of these 
hierarchies the script can instruct Junos to halt the commit 
process and issue an error message.  This prevents network 
outages caused by human error.

n	Checking for descriptions of interfaces or BGP peers at each 
commit time.  An improperly formatted description can result in a 
warning message, advising the user to fix it.

n	Reducing the number of statements required in complex configu-
rations. Configuration macros can act as customer-standardized 
configuration syntax and expand into complex configuration 
structures at commit time.

n	Enforcing scaling limits for critical settings. For example, a script 
can generate a commit error (or warning) when the configuration 
exceeds the maximum number of permitted peers.

MORE? To see more script examples go to the online script library at www.
juniper.net/scriptlibrary.

Commit Process

The Junos commit process not only enables administrators to preview 
all changes before performing a commit, it also enables Junos to 
validate the syntax and logic of the candidate configuration before 
applying it.  When a commit is requested, Junos first performs 
inheritance on the candidate configuration by integrating any con-
figuration groups into their destination hierarchies and removing all 
inactive statements.  The post-inheritance configuration is then 



checked out by Junos for any configuration errors or warnings.  Both 
errors and warnings are displayed to the committing administrator, 
but errors also cause Junos to fail the commit. 

Commit scripts give users a way to customize the validation process of 
their configurations in accordance with their own practices and 
policies.  Junos integrates commit scripts seamlessly into its commit 
process, allowing the scripts to check and modify the configuration 
prior to the final verification performed by Junos.  Figure 1.1 shows 
where commit scripts fit in the commit process:

Figure 1.1 Commit Model with Commit Scripts

 
 

The execution of commit scripts occurs after inheritance has been 
performed on the configuration, so all commit scripts are provided the 
post-inheritance configuration at the start of their processing.  Each 
commit script refers to this post-inheritance configuration as it deter-
mines what actions, if any, need to be performed. A script can perform 
(the following) five commit-specific actions:

n	Displaying a warning to the committing user (Chapter 2).
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n	Logging a message to the syslog (Chapter 2).

n	Generating a commit error and canceling the commit (Chapter 2).

n	Changing the configuration (Chapters 3 and 4).

n	Transiently changing the configuration (Chapters 3 and 4).

Commit scripts communicate necessary actions to Junos by including 
instructions in their result tree.  Each commit script is executed 
sequentially and its result tree is provided to Junos when the script 
terminates.  Once all commit scripts have been executed, Junos then 
processes all of the scripts’ instructions.  Based on these instructions, 
Junos might halt the commit, display warning messages, or alter the 
configuration.

If the commit process is not halted by a commit script, then Junos 
applies all the commit script changes and performs its final inspection 
of the checkout configuration. For a configuration that passes all 
checks, Junos activates the new configuration to the device.

The placement of commit scripts within the commit process, and their 
ability to inject instructions to influence that process, provides 
administrators with flexibility and complete control over the final 
configurations committed on Junos devices.

Configuration/Storage

Administrators add new commit scripts by enabling them within the 
configuration and storing them on the Junos device in the /var/db/
scripts/commit directory. The command to enable new scripts is:

set system scripts commit file example-commit-script.slax 

 
And the locations are:
n	Storage Location: /var/db/scripts/commit

n	Configuration Location: [edit system scripts commit]

NOTE Beginning in Junos 9.4, the Juniper EX Series began storing configu-
rations in /config/db/scripts rather than /var/db/scripts.  /var/db/
scripts links to the new /config/db/scripts directory so files that are 
copied into /var/db/scripts are still placed in the correct location.

NOTE The load-scripts-from-flash configuration command changes the 
script storage location from /var/db/scripts to /config/scripts.  If 
you are using this configuration statement, store the commit scripts in 
/config/scripts/commit. 
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Only super-users, users with the all permission bit, or users that have 
been given the maintenance permission bit are permitted to enable or 
disable Junos commit scripts in the configuration.  

ALERT! The Junos management process executes commit scripts with root 
permissions, not the permission level of the committing user.  If the 
user has the necessary access permissions to commit the configuration, 
then Junos performs all actions of the configured commit scripts, 
regardless of the privileges of the committing user.

NOTE In devices with multiple routing-engines (including EX4200 Virtual 
Chassis), each routing engine performs the commit process separately.  
Because of this, the script file must be copied into the commit script 
directory, and enabled on every routing-engine.  Typically the configu-
ration of all routing-engines is done automatically through configura-
tion synchronization, but if the configurations are not synchronized 
between routing-engines then the script must be enabled on all routing-
engines manually.

allow-transients

Commit scripts can perform configuration changes that affect the 
operation of the Junos device but do not appear in the configuration 
file.  These changes are referred to as transient configuration changes 
and can be used in conjunction with configuration macros to create 
custom configuration syntax.  Transient configuration changes are 
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 and are not permitted by default.  To 
allow them, enter the following configuration command:

set system scripts commit allow-transients

Commit Script Boilerplate

When writing Junos automation scripts, it is always best to work from 
the standard boilerplate.  This greatly simplifies script writing, as there 
is no need to memorize the necessary name-space URLs.  Instead, just 
copy and paste the boilerplate and add your script code within it.  The 
boilerplate used for writing commit scripts is similar to the boilerplate 
used for op and event scripts with two significant differences that are 
discussed in following sections.  Here is the boilerplate that should be 
used when writing commit scripts:

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
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ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

     /* Your script code goes here */              

} 

version: While version 1.0 is currently the only available version of the 
SLAX language, the version line is required at the beginning of all Junos             
scripts.

ns: a ns statement defines a namespace prefix and its associated 
namespace URL. The following three namespaces must be included in all 
Junos scripts:

n	ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";

n	ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";

n	ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

TIP It is easiest to just copy and paste these namespaces into each new script 
as part of the boilerplate rather than trying to type them out by hand. 

import: The import statement is used to import code from one script into 
the current script. As the junos.xsl script contains useful default tem-
plates and parameters, all scripts should import this file. The import "../
import/junos.xsl"; line from the boilerplate is all a script needs to 
accomplish this.

match configuration: This code block is the main template of the commit 
script. 

<commit-script-input>

As discussed in the previous section, there are two significant differences 
between the boilerplates used for op and event scripts and the boilerplate 
used for commit scripts.  Both of these differences exist to simplify 
commit scripts and are discussed in this and subsequent sections.

The first difference between the boilerplates is that op and event scripts 
start with a match / main template, while commit scripts begin their 
processing in a match configuration main template.

The match configuration template is used by commit scripts because it 
simplifies the retrieval of XML data from the post-inheritance candidate 
configuration provided to commit scripts in their source tree within a 
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top-level element named <commit-script-input>.  This simplification 
allows configuration information to be retrieved by referencing it 
starting with its top-level configuration hierarchy.  For example, the 
system host-name can be retrieved with the following code:

var $configured-host-name = system/host-name;

NOTE The source tree was discussed in volume two of this series, Day One: 
Applying Junos Event Automation.  For event scripts, the source tree 
consists of a top-level element named <event-script-input>.  Location 
paths in event scripts that refer to this element must include the entire 
path:

 
var $process-name = event-script-input/trigger-event/process/name; 

Contained within the <commit-script-input> source tree element is a 
child element named <configuration> that holds the entire post-inheri-
tance candidate configuration.   If commit scripts used a match / 
template like op and event scripts do, then it would be necessary to 
include the full source tree path to the desired configuration data:

var $location = commit-script-input/configuration/snmp/location; 

Commit scripts routinely make extensive queries into the configuration 
data, and requiring the full path to be specified would be tedious for 
script writers.  The solution was to create a separate match / template 
within the junos.xsl file:

<xsl:template match="/">
    <commit-script-results>
        <xsl:apply-templates select="commit-script-input/configuration"/>
    </commit-script-results>

</xsl:template>

The above code from the junos.xsl import file is written in XSLT, but 
here is the corresponding SLAX code:

match / {
    <commit-script-results> {
        apply-templates commit-script-input/configuration;
    }

}

Because all scripts import the junos.xsl file, this default template 
becomes part of every commit script’s code.  

NOTE Op and event scripts observe no ill effect from the inclusion of a match 
/ template in the junos.xsl file because their local match / template 
overrides the imported template.
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When a script first begins, Junos searches the code for a template that 
matches the current source tree node.  The first node checked is the root 
node, which matches the match / template causing Junos to begin 
executing the code found within that template.  

If a specific node is desired then this process can be repeated by using 
the apply-templates statement, which causes the script engine to search 
for a template that matches the provided location path.  In the statement 
shown above, apply-templates commit-script-input/configuration is 
instructing Junos to find a template that matches the <configuration> 
node, namely, the match configuration template that begins commit 
script operation.

MORE? For more information on unnamed match templates (for example, match 
configuration) see the Configuration and Diagnostic Automation 
manual of the Junos documentation at www.juniper.net/techpubs/.

Whichever node matches the template’s match statement becomes the 
default context node within that template.  All location paths start with 
a reference point of that default context node, unless they are based on a 
node-set variable, are based on a function result, or appear within 
for-each loops. 

NOTE In the case of event scripts, using a match / main template causes the 
context node to be the root node, so all location paths use the full path 
to the desired information:

var $process-name = event-script-input/trigger-event/process/name; 

Because commit scripts start with a context node of <configuration>, 
their location paths can begin with the relevant top-level configuration 
hierarchy:

var $location = snmp/location; 

This is equivalent to the following root-based path into the Junos 
candidate configuration:

/commit-script-input/configuration/snmp/location

Post-inheritance Configuration

As mentioned previously, the candidate configuration provided to 
commit scripts within the <commit-script-input> source-tree element is 
the post-inheritance view.  This has two implications:
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n	The configuration groups inherit into the configuration hierar-
chies, and the [edit groups] hierarchy is not included in the 
post-inheritance configuration.

n	No inactive statements are present in the post-inheritance 
configuration.

Typically this is the behavior a commit script expects because it is 
only concerned with the actual configuration that will be committed 
onto the device.  But some commit scripts need to verify the [edit 
groups] hierarchy and/or view the inactive statements present in the 
configuration.  In those scenarios, the non-inherited candidate 
configuration must be requested through the <get-configuration> 
API element:

var $configuration = jcs:invoke( "get-configuration" ); 

The resulting variable can then be parsed to pull out whatever 
configuration data is required:

var $re0-group = $configuration/groups[name == "re0"];

ALERT! Do not use the <get-configuration> API element within a commit 
script prior to the following releases: 9.3S5, 9.4R4, 9.5R3, 9.6R2, or 
10.0R1, as it can cause the Junos device to hang while booting.  For 
further details refer to PR 452398.

junos:changed

The post-inheritance configuration provided to commit scripts 
indicates what changes are present in the candidate configuration by 
including the junos:changed attribute, with a value of "changed", on 
all changed nodes as well as on their parent and ancestor nodes.

<system junos:changed="changed"> {
    <host-name junos:changed="changed"> "juniper1";
    <login> {
        <user> {
            <name> "admin";
            <uid> "2001";
            <class> "superuser";
            <authentication> {
                <encrypted-password> "$1$usVGUcj1$JA/9xEqNrFDImo02nP9tN.";
            }
        }
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    }
    <services> {
        <ssh>;
    }
    <syslog> {
        <file> {
            <name> "messages";
            <contents> {
                <name> "any";
                <any>;
            }
        }
    }
}

The above example shows the post-inheritance configuration of a 
commit script in which the device’s hostname has been changed.  The 
junos:changed attribute on both the <host-name> element as well as on 
its parent <system> element indicates this change.

ALERT! When a Junos daemon generates a commit warning, it does not remove 
the junos:changed attributes from the changed elements, and they 
persist through following commits.  This makes the attribute unreliable 
as an indication of new changes because it actually reflects changes that 
occurred since the last daemon-warning-free commit, rather than 
changes that occurred since the last commit.   (Commit script 
<xnm:warning> messages, discussed in Chapter 2, do not cause the same 
impact to the junos:changed attribute that Junos daemon warning 
messages do).  

junos:group

Configuration groups are used as repositories of common configura-
tion statements that inherit into multiple configuration hierarchies.  
Although the group hierarchy is not present in the post-inheritance 
configuration provided to commit scripts, it is possible to determine the 
effect that groups had on the configuration by looking for the 
junos:group attribute.  This attribute is included on every configuration 
element that originated from a configuration group.  The value of the 
junos:group attribute is the configuration group name it was inherited 
from.

<snmp junos:group="re0"> {
    <community junos:group="re0"> {
        <name junos:group="re0"> "public";
        <authorization junos:group="re0"> "read-only";
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    }
}

In this example, the entire [edit snmp] hierarchy has been inherited 
from the re0 configuration group, as reflected by the presence of the 
junos:group attribute in every configuration element with a value of 
"re0".

<commit-script-results>

In addition to using a different match template, the commit script 
boilerplate also differs from op and event scripts because it does not 
include a result tree top-level element.  Op scripts have <op-script-
results>, and event scripts have <event-script-results>, so why 
doesn’t the commit script boilerplate include a <commit-script-re-
sults> element?

The answer is that this results element is not necessary within the 
boilerplate because the match / template in the junos.xsl import file 
automatically writes it to the result tree.  The template was shown 
earlier in this chapter:

match / {
    <commit-script-results> {
        apply-templates commit-script-input/configuration;
    }
}

Commit script execution begins with this template, causing the 
<commit-script-results> element to always be written as the top-level 
element of the result tree.  The match configuration boilerplate 
template is called through the apply-templates statement, and all 
elements written to the result tree by the commit script are enclosed 
correctly within <commit-script-results>. 

As an example, two common result tree elements used by commit 
scripts are <xnm:warning> and <xnm:error> (both are discussed in 
Chapter 2), and a commit script that has the following match configu-
ration template:

match configuration {
    <xnm:warning> {
        <message> "This is a warning message.";
    }
    <xnm:error> {
        <message> "This is an error message.";
    }
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}

Creates this result tree:

<commit-script-results> {
    <xnm:warning> {
        <message> "This is a warning message.";
    }
    <xnm:error> {
        <message> "This is an error message.";
    }

}

Result Tree Interaction

All script types can create a result tree, but commit scripts make more 
extensive use of this communication path to Junos than either op or 
event scripts.  Op and event scripts only use the result tree to display 
output.   Most communication between Junos and op and event scripts 
occurs through functions, not through the result tree.

However, the inclusion of commit scripts within the commit process 
makes their result tree output extremely important.  The result tree 
provides the instructions for Junos to change the configuration, to 
display warning messages, to log syslog messages, or to cancel the 
commit with an error.  While commit scripts can use the same func-
tions and can interact with the Junos API in the same manner as op and 
event scripts, this use is not common.  The typical commit script 
performs its processing by using only the post-inheritance candidate 
configuration as input and writing its instructions for Junos to the 
result tree.

Boot-up Commit

As a Junos devices boots, it must perform a commit to initialize its 
daemons with the stored configuration. As this is a special commit, you 
should consider how any new commit scripts work during this process.

This boot-up commit follows the same pattern as the standard commit 
process, including the execution of configured commit scripts.  There 
are two important implications of the boot-up commit:

n	Some information, such as chassis components, is not available dur-
ing the boot-up commit.
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n	Commit errors during the boot-up commit cause the device to boot 
with no configuration.

To illustrate the above points, consider chassis components.  When the 
configuration is first committed during the boot-up process the chassis 
components have not yet been initialized, so any chassis-related 
information is not available.  If a commit script generates a commit 
error due to this lack of information, then the device boots with no 
configuration.  The device remains in this state until an operator 
manually resolves the problem.

Keep this in mind as you read through the following chapters and think 
of ways to use commit scripts within your own network.  Part of your 
commit script design process should include consideration of the 
boot-up commit and how your commit script responds to it. 

Commit Script Checklist

The following questions are recommended as checks to perform when 
adding a new commit script:

1. Has the script been copied to /var/db/scripts/commit on all 
routing-engines?

2. Has the script been enabled under [edit system scripts commit] 
on all routing-engines?

3. If transient changes are used, is allow-transients configured under 
[edit system scripts commit]?

4. If Junos API information requests are performed, does the script 
work correctly during the boot-up commit?

5. If Junos API information requests are performed, does the script 
result in a consistent configuration between the master routing-
engine and all other routing-engines?  (The other routing-engines 
might not have access to the same information as the master.)
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Including commit scripts within the commit process provides the 
ability to alter the commit process or to provide feedback to the 
committing user through notifications and warnings.  Junos op and 
event scripts use the <output> result tree element or the jcs:output() 
function to display output on the console or within their output file 
respectively, but commit scripts cannot use these methods to deliver 
messages to committing users.  Instead, commit scripts use one of 
three result tree elements to provide feedback as well as commit 
control: <xnm:warning>, <syslog>, and <xnm:error>.  This chapter 
discusses these three result tree elements, their relevant child ele-
ments, and how to use them.

<xnm:warning>

As the name implies, the <xnm:warning> element causes a warning 
message to be displayed to the console of the committing user.  The 
commit process is not affected by <xnm:warning> messages and 
completes successfully unless other errors are found.  Here are some 
possible uses for <xnm:warning> messages:

n	Drawing attention to configuration problems that should be 
corrected.

n	Indicating that the commit script is making an automatic change 
or performing another action that the user should be aware of.

n	Informing the committing user that the commit script is not 
performing its usual actions due to a problem with the configura-
tion, system, or Junos version in use.

To display a warning message, write the <xnm:warning> element to the 
result tree with a child element of <message> that contains the text to 
display. So using the traditional Hello World! example, the following 
code:

match configuration {
    <xnm:warning> {
        <message> "Hello World!";
    }
} 

... displays this message as part of the commit process: 

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
warning: Hello World!
commit complete
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Warn If fxp0 Isn’t Inherited

A more useful example would be to provide a <xnm:warning> when the 
fxp0 interface is not being inherited from the re0 or re1 configuration 
group.  Fxp0 is the out-of-band management interface for many Junos 
devices.  The re0 and re1 configuration groups have a unique character-
istic in that they are inherited only by the indicated routing engine.  So, 
if a configuration is being committed on routing-engine 0, it ignores the 
contents of configuration group re1, and vice versa.

The advantage of this behavior is that it allows routing-engine specific 
configuration to be included within a configuration file that is shared 
between both routing-engines.

MORE? For more information on the re0 and re1 configuration groups see the 
CLI User Guide within the Junos documentation at www.juniper.net/
techpubs/.

One routing-engine specific item that is commonly included within the 
re0 and re1 groups is the interface fxp0 configuration.  The commit 
script example below tests if the fxp0 interface is present, and if the 
interface is present, the script displays a warning message if the configu-
ration is not inherited from either the re0 or re1 configuration group.

/* check-fxp0-inheritance.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    var $fxp0-interface = interfaces/interface[name == "fxp0"];
    
    /* If fxp0 is configured, but not inherited from re group, then display warning */
    if( $fxp0-interface && 
        jcs:empty( $fxp0-interface[@junos:group=="re0" || @junos:group=="re1"] ) ) {
        <xnm:warning> {
            <message> "fxp0 configuration is present but not inherited from re group";
        }
    }

}
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Chapter 1 revealed that the post-inheritance candidate configuration 
provided to commit scripts indicates group inheritance through the 
junos:group attribute.  Every configuration element that originates in a 
group has that group’s name tagged to the element as the value of its 
junos:group attribute.

The above commit script takes advantage of this behavior by searching 
for a junos:group attribute on the fxp0 interface node with a name of 
either re0 or re1.  If the fxp0 interface is present, but it lacks a 
junos:group attribute with one of those values, then the following 
message is displayed when the configuration is committed:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
warning: fxp0 configuration is present but not inherited from re group
commit complete

 
Try It Yourself: Host-name Should Inherit from Configuration Group

Create a commit script that generates a commit warning message if the host-name is not inherited 
from the re0 or re1 configuration groups.

<xnm:warning> Child Elements

The <message> child element is required for all <xnm:warning> elements.  
This text is displayed on the same line as the "warning:" statement.  
While it is often sufficient for simple warnings to include only a <mes-
sage>, at times it is helpful to provide additional information through 
some of the optional child elements of <xnm:warning>.  The two most 
commonly used child elements, which are both described in the follow-
ing sections, are <edit-path> and <statement>.  These can be seen in 
typical daemon warning messages such as the following:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
[edit interfaces ge-0/0/1 unit 0 family inet]
  'address 10.0.0.1/24'
    warning: identical local address is found on different interfaces
commit complete

 
In this example, the warning message shown is identical local address 
is found on different interfaces, but there are additional lines of 
information displayed as well.  The first line displays the hierarchy 
where the problem configuration is located, within brackets, and is 
created by using the <edit-path> element.  The second line points out 
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the exact configuration statement that caused the warning.  It is 
created by using the <statement> element and results in a slightly 
indented string enclosed in single quotes for emphasis.  

MORE? To learn about additional child elements of <xnm:warning> see the 
Configuration and Diagnostic Automation Guide within the Junos 
documentation at www.juniper.net/techpubs/.

<edit-path>

As shown in the prior section, the [edit interfaces ge-0/0/1 unit 0 
family inet] output line is an example of <edit-path> output.

This element makes the problem hierarchy stand out and is most 
useful when there are multiple locations within the configuration that 
could be the source of the warning.  Problems with interface configu-
ration, as demonstrated above, are examples of where the <edit-path> 
element can be helpful.  

The following script displays a warning message when any login class 
has been assigned the all permission bit.  It uses the <edit-path> 
element to display the hierarchy of the problem login class:

/* check-permissions.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {
    /* Warn about any login classes with the all permission bit */
    for-each( system/login/class[ permissions == "all" ] ) {
        <xnm:warning> {
            <edit-path> "[edit system login class " _ name _ "]";
            <message> "Permission all is assigned to invalid class.";
        }
    }
}

With this script enabled, assigning any login class the all permission 
bit results in the following warning message: 

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
[edit system login class sandbox]
  warning: Permission all is assigned to invalid class.
commit complete
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jcs:edit-path

The check-permissions.slax script results in both an <edit-path> and 
<message> line being displayed within the warning message.  But the 
<edit-path> string was built manually by the script, which can be 
tedious for deep hierarchies.  A more efficient method of including an 
<edit-path> element is to call the jcs:edit-path template and allow it to 
automatically generate the <edit-path> element.

One of the default templates included within junos.xsl is jcs:edit-path, 
which is usable in any commit script.  The template works by building 
the hierarchy of the context node recursively and including the result 
string within an <edit-path> element.  This makes it ideal to use within 
a for-each loop where each iteration through the loop alters the context 
node.  If the path that should be displayed by <edit-path> is the same as 
the for-each loop’s context node then jcs:edit-path can determine the 
path by default, but if the context node does not reflect the path that 
should be included then the $dot parameter of jcs:edit-path can be set 
to the desired node.

The following script shows how jcs:edit-path can simplify the addi-
tion of an <edit-path> to a <xnm:warning> element.  This script is 
designed to provide a warning message about any logical interface that 
does not have a description configured:

/* check-descriptions.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Loop through all logical interfaces */
    for-each( interfaces/interface/unit ) {
    
        /* Missing description */
        if( jcs:empty( description ) ) {
            <xnm:warning> {
                call jcs:edit-path();
                <message> "Interface description is missing.";
            }
        }
    }
}
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The check-descriptions.slax script results in warning messages similar 
to this when the interface descriptions are missing:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
[edit interfaces interface ge-0/0/3 unit 0]
  warning: Interface description is missing.
[edit interfaces interface ge-0/1/0 unit 0]
  warning: Interface description is missing.
commit complete 

Using the jcs:edit-path template causes the full hierarchy of the 
context node to be displayed above the warning message.  This makes 
it clear to the user exactly what interface and unit needs to be cor-
rected to remove the warning.

Try It Yourself: ISIS Interface Lacks Family Iso

Create a warning message for every interface enabled for the ISIS protocol that does not have 
family iso configured.  Include an <edit-path> to better document the problem.

<statement>

The <statement> element indicates the exact configuration statement 
that caused the warning.  Returning to the daemon warning message 
shown earlier in the chapter, the 'address 10.0.0.1/24' line is the 
statement of the warning message:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
[edit interfaces ge-0/0/1 unit 0 family inet]
  'address 10.0.0.1/24'
    warning: identical local address is found on different interfaces
commit complete 

The statement can be specified manually, similar to the <edit-path> 
element, by including the <statement> element with its appropriate 
value within the <xnm:warning> element.  In addition, the 
jcs:statement template can be called to automatically generate a 
<statement> element based on the context node, or the template’s $dot 
parameter can be set to select a different node.

This example script provides a warning for event scripts that are 
referenced within an event policy, but are not enabled within the 
configuration.  It includes both an <edit-path> and a <statement> 
within its <xnm:warning> elements:

/* check-event-scripts.slax */
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version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Save these hierarchy nodes */
    var $event-options = event-options;
    var $system = system;
    
    /* Look for any referenced event scripts */
    for-each( event-options/policy/then/event-script ) {

        /* Record event-script name */
        var $name = name;
        
        /* Check if enabled in either location */
        var $under-event-options = $event-options/event-script/file[name == $name];
        var $under-system-scripts = $system/scripts/op/file[name == $name];
        
        /* If it isn't enabled in either location then log an warning */
        if( jcs:empty( $under-event-options ) and jcs:empty( $under-system-scripts ) ) {
            <xnm:warning> {
                call jcs:edit-path( $dot = ancestor::policy );
                call jcs:statement();
                <message> "Event script is not enabled.";
            }
        }
    }    
}

This script uses the jcs:edit-path and jcs:statement templates to easily 
create <edit-path> and <statement> elements based on the context node 
or a separate reference node.  The <statement> should refer to the 
event-script configuration statement so the jcs:statement template can 
use the context node of the for-each loop.  The <edit-path> however, 
should be set to the event policy that triggers the event script.  This is 
accomplished by setting the $dot parameter to the grandparent event 
policy by using the ancestor axis in the location path.

Here is the full warning message that is displayed when an event script is 
not properly enabled.  It provides all the information required to identify 
exactly what needs to be resolved:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
[edit event-options policy save-core-files]
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  'event-script save-core-files.slax;'
    warning: Event script is not enabled.
commit complete

<syslog>
While the <xnm:warning> element writes a warning message to the 
console of the committing user, the <syslog> element can be used to 
generate more permanent warnings by writing them to the syslog.

The <syslog> element has a single <message> child element that 
contains the actual text to be logged to the syslog.  All syslog messages 
generated by this element are sent from the daemon facility with a 
severe warning.  

NOTE No syslog message is generated by the <syslog> element in the follow-
ing two circumstances:

n	When a commit check is being performed.

n	During the initial boot-up commit.

The following script demonstrates how to use the <syslog> element to 
write warning messages to the syslog:

/* check-loopback-filter.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {
    var $lo0-interface = interfaces/interface[name == "lo0"];
    if( jcs:empty( $lo0-interface/unit[name=="0"]/family/inet/filter/input ) ) {
        <syslog> {
            <message> "Warning: no lo0.0 firewall filter is assigned.";
        }
    }
}

 
When no firewall filter is configured for the lo0.0 interface the follow-
ing message is sent to the syslog:

Nov 19 22:02:43  host1 cscript: Warning: no lo0.0 firewall filter is assigned.
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Comparison to jcs:syslog()

The <syslog> result tree element for commit scripts performs a role 
similar to the jcs:syslog() function, which is available to all script 
types, in that the <syslog> element causes its text to be written to the 
syslog.  One difference between the two approaches, though, is that 
unlike the jcs:syslog() function, the <syslog> result tree element has 
no control over its facility and severity; it always logs messages from 
the daemon facility at warning severity.  In other words, the <syslog> 
message:

<syslog> "This is a syslog message";

Is equivalent to:

expr jcs:syslog( "daemon.warning", "This is a syslog message" ); 

Other differences are a result of when the instruction is processed by 
Junos.  The jcs:syslog() function logs the message to the syslog 
immediately, while the script is still executing, but the <syslog> element 
is only evaluated when the commit script result trees are examined by 
the Junos management daemon following the completion of all commit 
scripts.  This has two implications:

1. Syslog messages from <syslog> are only logged if the commit 
process is successfully completed.  A <xnm:error> element in the 
result tree causes the syslog message to not be logged.  The 
jcs:syslog() function is always logged, whether the commit 
results in an error or not.

2. Syslog messages from jcs:syslog() are logged before messages 
from <syslog>.  This affects their order within the syslog message 
file even if the <syslog> elements occur earlier in the commit script 
than the jcs:syslog() function.

Other differences exist, all of which are shown inTable 2.1:

Table 2.1  Comparison of <syslog> and jcs:syslog()

<syslog> jcs:syslog()

Supported script types Commit scripts
Commit, Op, and Event 
scripts

Facility / Severity Daemon / warning Configurable

Commit halted by 
<xnm:error> 

Message is not logged Message is logged
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“commit check" performed Message is not logged Message is logged

When logged
After all commit scripts 
finish processing

During commit script 
processing

Boot up commit Message is not logged Message is not logged

Try it Yourself: Compare Syslog Methods

Create a commit script that logs two syslog messages, one using <syslog> and the other using 
jcs:syslog().  Compare the syslog results when a commit is performed versus a commit check.

<xnm:error>

So far this chapter has explored how to provide feedback from the 
commit process in the form of warning messages displayed on the 
console or sent to the syslog.  But in addition to giving feedback, 
commit scripts can take control of the commit process itself. If a script 
finds a fatal flaw within the candidate configuration the script can halt 
the commit process, preventing application of the undesired configura-
tion. This control is achieved by using the <xnm:error> result tree 
element.

The <xnm:error> element is used in the same way as <xnm:warning> and 
has identical child elements.  Like <xnm:warning> the <xnm:error> 
element requires a <message> child element that contains the text to 
display to the committing user.  But unlike a <xnm:warning> message, a 
<xnm:error> message halts the commit process.  Warning messages 
remind users to fix small flaws or draw attention to parts of the con-
figuration that need to be added.  If the configuration should never be 
permitted to commit in its current form, errors are used.  This situation 
could occur because of catastrophic configuration lapses, such as a 
completely missing hierarchy, or as the result of more subtle problems 
that violate an organization’s policies.

Basic Sanity Checking

The simplest use for <xnm:error> is to do basic sanity checking.  As 
mentioned in the last section, this might consist of ensuring that certain 
hierarchies are always present, such as the [edit interfaces] or [edit 
protocols] hierarchy.  Or it might dig deeper, requiring that a re0 and 
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re1 configuration group be configured, or that ospf is enabled on all 
core interfaces.

Consider the following example that requires that the SSH service is 
enabled, that the 'jnpr' account is configured, and that the fxp0 
interface has been assigned an IP address:

/* basic-sanity-check.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Ensure that ssh is enabled */
    if( jcs:empty( system/services/ssh ) ) {
        <xnm:error> {
            <message> "SSH must be enabled.";
        }
    }
    
    /* Ensure that user account jnpr exists */
    if( jcs:empty( system/login/user[name == "jnpr"] ) ) {
        <xnm:error> {
            <message> "The jnpr user account must be created.";
        }
    }
    
    /* Verify that fxp0 has an IP address */
    var $fxp0-interface = interfaces/interface[name == "fxp0"];
    if( jcs:empty( $fxp0-interface/unit[name=="0"]/family/inet/address/name ) ) {
        <xnm:error> {
            <message> "fxp0 must have an IP address.";
        }
    }
}

In the basic-sanity-check.slax script, three separate tests are performed 
and a <xnm:error> element is written to the result tree if any elements 
fail.  A single <xnm:error> element is sufficient to halt the commit, but 
in the worst case scenario all three errors could occur:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
error: SSH must be enabled.
error: The jnpr user account must be created.
error: fxp0 must have an IP address.
error: 3 errors reported by commit scripts
error: commit script failure
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Try it Yourself: Sanity Checking

Write a commit script that generates a <xnm:error> if the [edit system], [edit interfaces], or 
[edit protocols] hierarchies are missing.

<edit-path> and <statement>

All child elements supported by <xnm:warning> are supported by 
<xnm:error> as well, including the <edit-path> and <statement> 
elements.  Also, the jcs:edit-path and jcs:statement templates can be 
used in an identical manner to the <xnm:warning> element.

The following script demonstrates the use of the jcs:edit-path tem-
plate with a <xnm:error> message.  It checks for any EBGP peers that do 
not have a configured prefix-limit and requires they be fixed before the 
commit can succeed:

/* check-ebgp-peers.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Retrieve AS Number */
    var $asn = routing-options/autonomous-system/as-number;
    
    /* Scroll through all EBGP peers */
    for-each( protocols/bgp/group[ peer-as != $asn ]/neighbor ) {
    
        if( jcs:empty( family/inet/unicast/prefix-limit/maximum ) &&
            jcs:empty( ../family/inet/unicast/prefix-limit/maximum ) ) {
            <xnm:error> {
                call jcs:edit-path();
                <message> "EBGP peer must have prefix limit defined.";
            }
        }
    }
}

The check-ebgp-peers.slax script assumes that the peer-as is defined at 
the BGP group rather than at the neighbor level, and that an autono-
mous-system has been defined within [edit routing-options].  (These 
two assumptions could also have been verified by the commit script 
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itself).  The script verifies that all EBGP peers have a prefix-limit 
defined at either the neighbor or group level.  If any peers lack the limit 
the script displays an error message including the <edit-path> display-
ing the neighbor hierarchy, and halts the commit:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
[edit protocols bgp group AS65535 neighbor 10.0.0.2]
  EBGP peer must have prefix limit defined.
error: 1 error reported by commit scripts
error: commit script failure 

Try it Yourself: Incorrect Autonomous-system Number

Write a commit script that generates a <xnm:error> if the autonomous-system number is not set 
to 65000.  Include <edit-path> and <statement> elements to better document the problem.

Errors Based on Chassis Components

Commit scripts have access to the same Junos API elements as op and 
event scripts, which means that they can be programmed to generate 
<xnm:error> messages based on the configuration as well as on other 
factors such as what PICs are installed, etc.

But perform such programming with caution.  Information from the 
API is not always available and commit scripts need to be pro-
grammed to handle this possible problem correctly.  For example, 
during the boot-up commit many API elements do not return data, as 
the relevant daemons have not yet initialized.  Also remember that 
commit scripts run on all routing-engines of the system, and many 
times only the master routing-engine has access to all the information 
available from the API.  This makes it very possible for a commit 
script that requests API information and is running on one routing-
engine to reach a different decision than the same commit script 
running on another routing-engine, which can lead to inconsistency 
across the routing-engines.  In addition, PICs are added, FPCs are 
removed, and other changes occur, all outside of the commit process.  
Event scripts can be used to watch for these changes, but remember 
that commit scripts do not see the changes until the next commit is 
requested.

Based on the above risks, it is usually best to have commit scripts 
avoid using information from Junos API elements when making their 
configuration control decisions.
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Feedback and Control Options
This chapter has presented numerous examples of commit scripts that 
provide feedback or control the configuration through the 
<xnm:warning>, <syslog>, and <xnm:error> result tree elements.  Table 
2.2 shows a list of the different example conditions and actions taken:

Table 2.2  Examples from this chapter
 

Condition Action

Fxp0 isn’t inherited <xnm:warning> message

'all' permission bit assigned to class <xnm:warning> message

Missing interface description <xnm:warning> message

Event script is not enabled <xnm:warning> message

Loopback firewall filter is missing <syslog> message

SSH is not enabled <xnm:error> message and halt commit

'jnpr' user account is missing <xnm:error> message and halt commit

Fxp0 does not have an IPv4 address <xnm:error> message and halt commit

EBGP peer lacks prefix-limit <xnm:error> message and halt commit

Consider the examples that were used, the conditions that were 
checked, and the resulting actions.  Is it worthwhile for a commit script 
to look for these conditions? Do the actions seem appropriate?  The 
answer to these questions varies for each network because all network 
administrators have different opinions about what should and should 
not be present within their configuration.  Individual administrators 
will all make different decisions on which conditions are problematic 
enough for warning messages and which configuration flaws should 
result in commit errors.  

This is what makes Junos commit scripts so useful – they allow 
administrators from each network to decide for themselves what warn-
ings are delivered and what configuration problems might cause 
commit errors.  Commit scripts provide the tools necessary to auto-
mate the commit process to run in a way that works best for each 
individual network. 

Try it Yourself: Brainstorm Warnings and Errors

Write a list of configuration problems that would be of interest for your network.  Note if they 
should result in a <xnm:warning>, <syslog>, or <xnm:error>.
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BEST PRACTICE Creating feedback and control options is an ongoing process.  Many 
configuration violations are readily apparent, but other problems might 
only be realized after a human error has resulted in a disruption.  When 
correcting configuration errors, always consider if the addition of new 
commit script checks could prevent the issue from occurring again.

Element and Template Summary

Table 2.3 and 2.4 summarize the configuration feedback and control 
result tree elements and templates.

Table 2.3  � Feedback and Control Result Tree Elements

Result Tree Elements Child Elements

<xnm:warning> - Display warning 
message to console

<message> - [Required] – The text to display

<edit-path> - Relevant configuration hierarchy of the 
warning message

<statement> - Configuration statement that is the 
cause of the warning message

<syslog> - Writes a message to the 
syslog from the daemon facility with 
a severity of warning

<message> - [Required] – The text to write to the 
syslog

<xnm:error> - Display error message 
to console and halt commit process

<message> - [Required] – The text to display

<edit-path> - Relevant configuration hierarchy of the 
error

<statement> - Configuration statement that is the 
cause of the error

Table 2.4  � Feedback and Control Templates

Templates Template Parameters

jcs:edit-path - Generates an 
<edit-path> element automatically 
for the context node

$dot - Generate <edit-path> for selected node rather 
than context node

jcs:statement- Generates a <state-
ment> element automatically for the 
context node

$dot - Generate <statement> for selected node rather 
than context node
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Chapter 2 demonstrated the use of <xnm:warning>, <syslog>, and 
<xnm:error> to provide configuration feedback and control.  Those 
techniques can be used to bring problems to the attention of the 
committing user, who can then resolve them manually.

But many configuration issues do not require manual intervention. The 
ability to automate configuration changes is a powerful capability of 
commit scripts.  This means that instead of asking the user to fix an 
issue, the script simply resolves the problem automatically, ensuring 
that the configuration is structured according to the network’s policies 
and desires.

Adding/Editing/Replacing

Configuration changes are made by adding a <change> element to the 
result tree.  The <change> element encloses the configuration hierarchy 
and the statement that should be changed:

<change> {
    <system> {
        <host-name> "host2";
    }
}  

Notice that the full hierarchy is enclosed, starting at the top-level. The 
configuration mode load command is used the same way, by including 
the full hierarchy of the desired change.  In the <change> element 
above, if host-name is present in the configuration then it is changed to 
"host2", otherwise host-name is added to the configuration with 
"host2" as its value.

MORE? To learn more about the load configuration mode command see the 
CLI User Guide within the Junos documentation at www.juniper.net/
techpubs/.

As shown in Figure 1.1, configuration changes affect the candidate 
configuration.  This is the same configuration that the user has edited 
and requested to be committed.  After the commit process is complet-
ed, all changes performed by commit scripts are included within the 
committed configuration, just as if they had been done manually by a 
user.

The fact that <change> elements impact the candidate configuration is 
made explicit by using the commit check command.  This performs a 
commit to check for errors, but does not actually apply the committed 
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configuration.  Yet the <change> elements are still applied to the 
candidate configuration.  For example, when the above <change> 
element is loaded into a commit script and a commit check is per-
formed, the following effect is seen:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# show system host-name
host-name host1;

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit check
configuration check succeeds

[edit]
jnpr@host1# show system host-name
host-name host2; 

Notice after the commit check is performed that the host-name within 
the configuration is now set to host2, yet the prompt still says host1.  
This is because the committed configuration has not changed, only the 
candidate configuration has changed.  In the normal commit process 
this difference is unnoticed because a successful commit results in the 
candidate configuration becoming the committed configuration, but 
because commit check does not follow the complete commit process it 
allows the effects of <change> elements to be clearly shown.

Try it Yourself: Commit Check and the <change> Element

Write a simple commit script that changes a single configuration setting.  Perform a commit 
check and verify that the candidate configuration is altered, but that the committed configura-
tion remains unchanged.  Perform a normal commit and verify that the change is now visible in 
the committed configuration.

Automatically Add Missing Configuration

The past chapter included an example script called basic-sanity-check.
slax that checked for the following three conditions and halted the 
commit with an error if they were missing:

n	SSH service is enabled

n	"jnpr" user account is present

n	Fxp0 interface has an IPv4 address
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Providing an error message and asking the user to fix the problems is a 
valid strategy, but if the missing configuration is standardized then why 
not have the commit script fix the problem automatically?  It might not 
be possible to generate the fxp0 interface  automatically, because the 
address is different for every device. Still, enabling SSH and adding the 
"jnpr" user account should be standardized, and this action could be 
performed by the commit script instead of requiring manual interven-
tion.

The following commit script modifies the basic-sanity-check.slax script 
and automatically fixes the standardized portions: 

/* basic-sanity-check-and-fix.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Ensure that ssh is enabled - if not then enable it */
    if( jcs:empty( system/services/ssh ) ) {
        <change> {
            <system> {
                <services> {
                    <ssh>;
                }
            }
        }
        <xnm:warning> {
            <message> "Enabling ssh";
        }
    }
    
    /* Ensure that user account jnpr exists - if not then add it */
    if( jcs:empty( system/login/user[name == "jnpr"] ) ) {
        <change> {
            <system> {
                <login> {
                    <user> {
                        <name> "jnpr";
                        <class> "super-user";
                        <authentication> {
                            <encrypted-password> "$1$RHL6So3y$kcOy3vb6YiWf6FAJzHi7j1";
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                        }
                        
                    }
                }
            }
        }
        <xnm:warning> {
            <message> "Adding jnpr user account";
        }
    }
    
    /* Verify that fxp0 has an IP address */
    var $fxp0-interface = interfaces/interface[name == "fxp0"];
    if( jcs:empty( $fxp0-interface/unit[name=="0"]/family/inet/address/name ) ) {
        <xnm:error> {
            <message> "fxp0 must have an IP address.";
        }
    }
} 

The modified script still checks for the same problems, but now when 
SSH is not enabled or the jnpr account is missing it adds a <change> 
element to the result tree and fixes the problem automatically.  The 
<xnm:error> element has been changed to a <xnm:warning> element to 
notify the committing user that the script made automated configura-
tion changes.

BEST PRACTICE Include a <xnm:warning> element when making automated changes to 
notify the user that the script has changed the configuration.  

The check of the fxp0 interface remains the same as the original script.  
If no IPv4 address is configured then a <xnm:error> element is gener-
ated, which halts the commit and requires manual intervention.  It 
would be possible to hardcode the needed address into the script and 
fix the problem automatically, but that would result in a separate script 
per each Junos device.  Alternatively, if the fxp0 address is assigned in a 
deterministic fashion based on some value that the script can access 
(such as the host-name), then it would be possible for the script to 
generate it automatically.  In the case of the script above, that condi-
tion still remains an error and requires the user’s attention to fix.

Try it Yourself: Automated Configuration Fixes

Identify a standard part of your configuration that should always be present.  Write a commit 
script that automatically adds it when missing and generates a <xnm:warning> message informing 
the user of the change.
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Replacing Configuration

Using the <change> element is equivalent to using the load replace 
configuration command.  By default, configuration content is merged 
into the configuration, new items are added, and conflicting statements 
are overridden.  But as with the load replace configuration mode 
command, it is possible to indicate that the enclosed configuration 
should replace the existing configuration, rather than simply merging 
into it.  This is done by adding the replace attribute to the desired 
configuration element with a value of "replace".

MORE? To learn more about the load replace configuration mode command 
see the CLI User Guide within the Junos documentation at www.
juniper.net/techpubs/.

Consider the case of a Junos device that should always have its syslog 
messages file configured in the following manner:

file messages {
    any notice;
} 

No other facilities should be configured and no other syslog options 
should be included.  If a commit script is configured to enforce this 
configuration by checking for incorrect configuration statements under 
the messages file and issuing a <change> element, without using the 
replace="replace" attribute, then the desired result is not achieved.

Here is the initial faulty commit script:

/* faulty-check-syslog-messages.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    var $messages-file = system/syslog/file[name == "messages"];
    if( jcs:empty( $messages-file ) || count( $messages-file/* ) > 2 ||
        jcs:empty( $messages-file/contents[ name == "any" ]/notice ) ) {

        <change> {
            <system> {
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                <syslog> {
                    <file> {
                        <name> "messages";
                        <contents> {
                            <name> "any";
                            <notice>;
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
        <xnm:warning> {
            <message> "Syslog messages file configuration corrected";
        }
    }
} 

The script correctly catches an improperly configured messages file, 
but it does not change the configuration correctly.  With the following 
configuration pre-commit:

file messages {
    any any;
    daemon verbose;
} 

The configuration is changed to the following by the commit script:

file messages {
    any notice;
    daemon verbose;
} 

The any facility is correctly changed to use the notice severity, but the 
daemon facility is not removed.  This is because the change was merged 
into the existing configuration; it did not replace it.  So any existing 
configuration statements that were not overridden by merged state-
ments remain.

In order to replace the existing file messages hierarchy, the replace 
attribute is added with a value of "replace".  Here is the correct 
commit script:

/* check-syslog-messages.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";
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import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    var $messages-file = system/syslog/file[name == "messages"];
    if( jcs:empty( $messages-file ) || count( $messages-file/* ) > 2 ||
        jcs:empty( $messages-file/contents[ name == "any" ]/notice ) ) {

        <change> {
            <system> {
                <syslog> {
                    <file replace="replace"> {
                        <name> "messages";
                        <contents> {
                            <name> "any";
                            <notice>;
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
        <xnm:warning> {
            <message> "Syslog messages file configuration corrected";
        }
    }
} 

Placing the replace attribute on a configuration element causes that 
element and all its descendents to be replaced within the configuration 
by the new configuration.  If the messages file configuration is the 
following prior to the commit:

file messages {
    any any;
    daemon verbose;
} 

It becomes the following after the commit script has replaced the 
existing file messages hierarchy:

file messages {
    any notice;
}

Try it Yourself: Replacing Configuration Hierarchies

Create a commit script that enforces the requirement that the ospf configuration should consist 
solely of an assignment of all interfaces into area 0.
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jcs:emit-change

As the prior section mentioned, the <change> element must contain the 
complete hierarchy of the configuration statement.  For changes that 
are only one level deep this is not an issue, but it can become unwieldy 
when the change is deep within a hierarchy.

Consider the change required to add an ingress firewall filter to the 
loopback interface:

<change> {
    <interfaces> {
        <interface> {
            <name> "lo0";
            <unit> {
                <name> "0";
                <family> {
                    <inet> {
                        <filter> {
                            <input> {
                                <filter-name> "ingress";
                            }
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

The verbosity of deep configuration changes can at times be avoided by 
using the jcs:emit-change template, rather than by manually building 
<change> elements with the full parent hierarchy.  The jcs:emit-change 
template creates a <change> element within which it builds the hierar-
chy of the context node and then includes the specified change at that 
hierarchy level.  Similar to the jcs:edit-path and jcs:statement 
templates the jcs:emit-change template uses the current context node, 
or allows an alternate node to be specified through its $dot parameter.  
The $content parameter is required and contains the change that 
should be applied to the context node hierarchy.  The final parameter 
that can be used is the $tag parameter which allows the default 
<change> element to be substituted with a <transient-change> .  
Transient changes are discussed at the end of this chapter.

Consider the following script that uses the jcs:emit-change template 
to assign a firewall filter to the lo0 interface:
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/* add-loopback-filter.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {
    
    var $lo0-interface = interfaces/interface[name=="lo0"]/unit[name=="0"];
    if( jcs:empty( $lo0-interface/family/inet/filter/input[filter-name == "in"] ) ) {
        /* Create the change */
        var $change = {
            <filter> {
                <input> {
                    <filter-name> "in";
                }
            }
        }
        call jcs:emit-change( $dot = $lo0-interface/family/inet, $content = $change );
        <xnm:warning> {
            <message> "Adding lo0 input filter.";
        }
    }
}

The add-loopback-filter.slax script assigns an input firewall filter for 
lo0.0 if not already assigned.  The code takes advantage of the $dot 
parameter to minimize the amount of hierarchy that must be included 
within the configuration change.  Because the $dot is set at the family 
inet level, the code change can be crafted for that hierarchy and can 
begin with a reference to the <filter> element.  With the $dot param-
eter set, and the $content parameter assigned to the configuration 
change, the jcs:emit-change template can create the necessary 
<change> element with the needed configuration hierarchy for the 
desired change.

ALERT! The $dot parameter must refer to an existing node within the configu-
ration.  With the above script, if the lo0 interface is not currently 
configured, or lacks a unit 0 with family inet, then the jcs:emit-change 
template generates a commit error: 

error: jcs:emit-change called with invalid location (dot)
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The add-loopback-filter.slax script manually creates a <xnm:warning> 
message to indicate that the configuration has been changed, but that is 
not necessary when using the jcs:emit-change template.  The template 
has a $message parameter that can automatically create a 
<xnm:warning> message to display to the committing user.  The follow-
ing lines of code: 

call jcs:emit-change( $dot = $lo0-interface/family/inet, $content = $change );
<xnm:warning> {
    <message> "Adding lo0 input filter.";
}
Could have been written instead as:

var $message = "Adding lo0 input filter.";
call jcs:emit-change($dot = $lo0-interface/family/inet, $content = $change, $message); 
 

Try it Yourself: Family MPLS on LDP Interfaces

Create a commit script that calls the jcs:emit-change template to add family mpls to every inter-
face, configured under [edit protocols ldp], that lacks it.

Deleting

At this point, the ability to add, edit, and replace configuration has 
been demonstrated, but it is also possible to delete configuration 
statements as well as complete configuration hierarchies.  This action is 
accomplished by including the delete attribute on the configuration 
element that should be removed inside the <change> element, and 
setting the attribute’s value to "delete".

For example, a configured time-zone could be removed by using this 
<change> element:

<change> {
    <system> {
        <time-zone delete="delete">;
    }
}

The delete attribute can also delete complete configuration hierar-
chies.  This example removes the [edit protocols ospf traceoptions] 
configuration hierarchy:
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<change> {
    <protocols> {
        <ospf> {
            <traceoptions delete="delete">;
        }
    }
} 

Configuration hierarchies with identifiers can be deleted by including 
the delete attribute on the configuration element and also including its 
identifier element as a child element (typically <name>).   This <change> 
element removes the ge-0/0/0 interface from the configuration.  The 
actual configuration element is <interface>, but its child element 
<name> identifies the specific interface configuration to remove:

<change> {
    <interfaces> {
        <interface delete="delete"> {
            <name> "ge-0/0/0";
        }
    }
} 

Some configuration statements can have multiple values.  To delete a 
single value from a multiple-value statement, include the delete 
attribute for the statement’s configuration element and also include the 
statement’s value.  For example, login classes can define multiple 
permission bits.  The following <change> element deletes only the "all" 
permission bit from the "admin" login class:

<change> {
    <system> {
        <login> {
            <class> {
                <name> "admin";
                <permissions delete="delete"> "all";
            }
        }
    }
}

The following example shows the ospf-fxp0-disabled.slax script.  This 
commit script ensures that the fxp0 interface is included under area 0 as 
a disabled interface and not under any other areas:

/* ospf-fxp0-disabled.slax */
version 1.0;
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ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Loop through all ospf areas */
    for-each( protocols/ospf/area ) {
    
        /* Area 0, verify that fxp0 is disabled */
        if( name == "0.0.0.0" && jcs:empty( interface[name=="fxp0.0"]/disable ) ) {
            /* Add the statement since it's missing */
            var $content = { 
                <interface> {
                    <name> "fxp0.0";
                    <disable>;
                }
            }
            var $message = "Adding fxp0.0 disable";
            call jcs:emit-change( $content, $message );
        
        }
        /* All other areas, fxp0 not allowed */
        else if( name != "0.0.0.0" && interface[name=="fxp0.0"] ){
            var $content = {
                <interface delete="delete"> {
                    <name> "fxp0.0";
                }
            }
            var $message = "Removing fxp0.0";
            call jcs:emit-change( $content, $message);
        }
    }
} 

The commit script loops through all the ospf areas.  If the current area 
is 0.0.0.0 then the script checks if fxp0 is included as a disabled 
interface.  If it is not present in disabled form, then the jcs:emit-
change template is used to generate the needed <change> element to add 
the desired configuration.  No $dot needs to be set because the context 
node is the ospf area and the $content change is designed for that 
hierarchy level.

For other areas, the commit script checks if fxp0 is configured, and if it 
is the script uses jcs:emit-change to create a <change> element that 
deletes it.  
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Assume the configuration prior to commit is the following:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# show protocols ospf
area 0.0.0.0 {
    interface lo0.0;
    interface ge-0/0/0.0;
}
area 0.0.0.1 {
    interface ge-0/0/1.0;
    interface fxp0.0;
} 

The following warning messages are displayed to the committing user:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
[edit protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0]
  warning: Adding fxp0.0 disable
[edit protocols ospf area 0.0.0.1]
  warning: Removing fxp0.0
commit complete 

And the ospf configuration is successfully changed:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# show protocols ospf
area 0.0.0.0 {
    interface lo0.0;
    interface ge-0/0/0.0;
    interface fxp0.0 {
        disable;
    }
}
area 0.0.0.1 {
    interface ge-0/0/1.0;

}

NOTE As the output example above shows, using the $message parameter of 
jcs:emit-change to display a warning message automatically includes  
an <edit-path> with the context node used as the hierarchy level.  This 
is why [edit protocols ospf area 0.0.0.0] and [edit protocols 
ospf area 0.0.0.1] are included in the output.

Try it Yourself: Deleting Invalid Name-servers

Create a commit script for an organization whose name-servers all fall within the 10.0.1.0/24 
subnet.  Delete any configured name-servers from outside that subnet.
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Activating/Deactivating

A commit script can activate or deactivate configuration by following a 
similar method as deletion.  To activate configuration, add the active 
attribute with a value of "active".  To deactivate configuration, add 
the inactive attribute with a value of "inactive".  

The same approach is used for each type of configuration element with 
the delete attribute.  For example, to deactivate the [edit snmp] 
hierarchy, use the following <change> element:

<change> {
    <snmp inactive="inactive">;
} 

Or, to activate the "jnpr" user account, the following <change> 
element can be used:

<change> {
    <system> {
        <login> {
            <user active="active"> {
                <name> "jnpr";
            }
        }
    }
}

Deactivating

Deactivating improper configuration is an alternative to generating a 
<xnm:error> and rejecting the entire commit request.  Recall the 
check-ebgp-peers.slax script from Chapter 2 that generated an error if 
any EBGP peers lacked a prefix-limit.  The following commit script 
takes a different approach, instead of failing the commit it deactivates 
the problem EBGP peer and generates a warning message.  The peer is 
not allowed to be active until the prefix-limit is put in place, but this 
problem does not prevent other configuration changes from taking 
effect.

/* deactivate-ebgp-peers.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";
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import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Retrieve AS Number */
    var $asn = routing-options/autonomous-system/as-number;
    
    /* Scroll through all EBGP peers */
    for-each( protocols/bgp/group[ peer-as != $asn ]/neighbor ) {
    
        if( jcs:empty( family/inet/unicast/prefix-limit/maximum ) &&
            jcs:empty( ../family/inet/unicast/prefix-limit/maximum ) ) {
            var $content = {
                <neighbor inactive="inactive"> {
                    <name> name;
                }
            }
            var $message = "EBGP peer is missing prefix limit.  Deactivating.";
            call jcs:emit-change( $dot = .., $content, $message );
        }
    }
} 

The EBGP neighbor is deactivated by setting the inactive attribute to 
"inactive" for the neighbor element and enclosing the <name> identi-
fier element.  The $dot parameter for jcs:emit-change is set to allow 
the configuration change to be based on the parent BGP group hierar-
chy rather than the current <neighbor> context node.  A message is 
provided to the jcs:emit-change template so the committing user sees 
a warning similar to the following:

[edit]
jnpr@jhost1# commit
[edit protocols bgp group EBGP neighbor 10.0.0.2]
  warning: EBGP peer is missing prefix limit.  Deactivating.
commit complete

Activating

Activating configuration is done in the same way as deactivating 
configuration, except that the active attribute is added, rather than the 
inactive attribute, and its value is set to "active".  The difficult part 
of this process is knowing whether or not the configuration needs to be 
activated, because inactive configuration is not present within the 
post-inheritance configuration provided to the commit script.

It is possible to retrieve the configuration, including inactive state-
ments, by using the <get-configuration> Junos API element, which 
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returns the pre-inheritance candidate configuration by default.  Any 
inactive elements within this configuration have an inactive attribute 
with a value of "inactive".  

The following shows an example of a commit script that retrieves the 
candidate configuration to detect if the autonomous-system is deacti-
vated, and if it is inactive the script generates the necessary <change> 
element to activate it:

/* activate-asn.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Retrieve the current configuration, when doing this be aware of PR 452398 */
    var $configuration = jcs:invoke( "get-configuration" );
    
    if( $configuration/routing-options/autonomous-system[@inactive] ) {
        <change> {
            <routing-options> {
                <autonomous-system active="active">;
            }
        }
        <xnm:warning> {
            <message> "Activating ASN configuration.";
        }
    }
}

ALERT! Do not use the <get-configuration> API element within a commit 
script prior to the following releases: 9.3S5, 9.4R4, 9.5R3, 9.6R2, or 
10.0R1, as it can cause the Junos device to hang while booting.  For 
further details refer to PR 452398.

Reordering

While the order of most configuration statements is unimportant, some 
parts of the configuration, such as firewall terms, are processed 
sequentially and must be in the proper order.  Assume that the follow-
ing routing-policy has been configured:
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policy-statement accept-ospf {
    term reject {
        then reject;
    }
    term ospf {
        from protocol ospf;
        then accept;
    }
} 

The intention of the policy is to allow OSPF routes and reject all 
others, but the faulty term order causes all routes to be rejected.  To 
correct this the ospf term must be inserted prior to the reject term.  In 
configuration mode the following command can be used:

[edit policy-options policy-statement accept-ospf]
jnpr@host1# insert term ospf before term reject 

Following this command, the policy now reads:

policy-statement accept-ospf {
    term ospf {
        from protocol ospf;
        then accept;
    }
    term reject {
        then reject;
    }
} 

Commit scripts are also capable of moving elements before or after 
their siblings  within the configuration.  To move configuration 
hierarchies, such as the different policy terms, use the following 
format:

<element insert="after | before" identifier-element="reference-element-name"> {
    <identifier-element> "moving-element-name";
} 

The configuration element is referenced by including its unique 
identifying element (typically called name):

<term> {
    <name> "ospf";
} 

The insert attribute is used to indicate that an insertion needs to be 
performed, and the attribute is set to "before" or "after" to show 
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where it should be placed in reference to the other element.

<term insert="before"> {
    <name> "ospf";
} 

Finally, the reference element is identified by including the identifier 
element name as an attribute (in the above example, this is "name") 
with the reference element’s value:

<term insert="before" name="reject"> {
    <name> "ospf";
} 

The full <change> element to accomplish this is the following:

<change> {
    <policy-options> {
        <policy-statement> {
            <name> "accept-ospf";
            <term insert="before" name="reject"> {
                <name> "ospf";
            }
        }
    }
} 

Reordering among multiple values for a single configuration statement 
differs slightly from the above examples because the various elements 
have no identifying child elements, and instead differ only in their 
assigned values.  In this case, the format used is the following:

<element insert="after | before" name="reference-value"> "moving-value"; 

Consider the various static-route next-hops:

<routing-options> {
    <static> {
        <route> {
            <name> "192.168.1.0/24";
            <next-hop> "10.0.0.1";
            <next-hop> "10.0.0.2";
        }
    }
} 

To cause the 10.0.0.2 next-hop to be moved in front of the 10.0.0.1 
next-hop the following code can be used: 
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<change> {
    <routing-options> {
        <static> {
            <route> {
                <name> "192.168.1.0/24";
                <next-hop insert="before" name="10.0.0.1"> "10.0.0.2";
            }
        }
    }
}

MORE? For more information on reordering configuration elements see the 
Junoscript API Guide within the Junos documentation at www.
juniper.net/techpubs/.

One common reason to reorder is if a commit script is adding firewall 
terms, policy terms, or other configuration elements that must then be 
placed within their proper order.  Unless the entire parent hierarchy is 
being replaced, the new elements are appended to the existing content.  
In many cases this placement is incorrect and must be fixed through 
proper reordering.  For example, the following script adds a "block-
private-ranges" policy to all EBGP peers that lack it, and ensures that 
the added policy is placed at the beginning of the import policy chain.

/* add-block-privates.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Retrieve AS Number */
    var $asn = routing-options/autonomous-system/as-number;
    
    /* Scroll through all EBGP groups */
    for-each( protocols/bgp/group[ peer-as != $asn ] ) {
        if( jcs:empty( import[1][. == "block-private-ranges" ] ) ) {
            var $content = {
                /* Add and insert at beginning */
                if( count( import ) > 0 ) {
                    var $current-first = import[1];
                    <import insert="before" name=$current-first> "block-private-ranges";
                }
                /* Just add */
                else {
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                    <import> "block-private-ranges";
                }
            }
            var $message = "Adding block-private-ranges import policy.";
            call jcs:emit-change( $content, $message );
        }
    }
} 

The add-block-private-ranges.slax script iterates through every EBGP 
group and verifies that the "block-private-ranges" policy is defined as 
the first policy.  If not then it adds the policy, and if other policies are 
present it reorders the policy in the same step.

Try it Yourself: Reorder Firewall Terms

Create a commit script that adds a term to a firewall filter, if missing, and then inserts it at the 
beginning of the filter.

Renaming

The final type of configuration change is renaming.  This change is the 
same action performed by using the rename command in configuration 
mode:

[edit protocols bgp]
jnpr@host1# rename group AS65535 to group AS65495 

To rename an element, use the rename attribute with the following 
format:

<element rename="rename" name="new name"> {
    <identifier-element> "old name";
} 

For example, renaming a BGP group could be done like this:

<change> {
    <protocols> {
        <bgp> {
            <group rename="rename" name="AS65495"> {
                <name> "AS65535";
            }
        }
    }
} 
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The above code renames the existing BGP group AS65535 to a new 
name of AS65495.

The following script shows one application of the commit script 
renaming capability.  The commit script convert-to-hyphens.slax is 
intended to enforce a hypothetical organization’s policy that all 
prefix-lists use hyphens rather than underscores within their names.

/* convert-to-hyphens.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Loop through all prefix-lists */
    for-each( policy-options/prefix-list ) {
    
        /* Do they have an underscore in their name? */
        if( contains( name, "_" ) ) {
        
            /* Translate _ to - */
            var $new-name = translate( name, "_", "-" );
            var $content = {
                <prefix-list rename="rename" name=$new-name> {
                    <name> name;
                }
            }
            var $message = "Translating _ to -";
            call jcs:emit-change( $dot=.., $content, $message );
        }
    }

}

This initial configuration:

[edit policy-options]
jnpr@host1# show
prefix-list CUST_A {
    10.0.0.0/24;
    10.0.1.0/24;
}
prefix-list CUST_B {
    192.168.100.0/24;
    192.168.200.0/24;
}
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Results in the following warning messages at commit:

[edit]
jnpr@jhost1# commit
[edit policy-options prefix-list CUST_A]
  warning: Translating _ to -
[edit policy-options prefix-list CUST_B]
  warning: Translating _ to -
commit complete 

And the configuration is changed:

[edit policy-options]
jnpr@host1# show
prefix-list CUST-A {
    10.0.0.0/24;
    10.0.1.0/24;
}
prefix-list CUST-B {
    192.168.100.0/24;
    192.168.200.0/24;
} 

The convert-to-hyphens.slax commit script works by looping through 
all prefix-lists and selecting the names that contain underscores.  These 
name strings are converted through the translate() function from 
underscore to hyphen and then the jcs:emit-change template is used 
to generate a<change> element with the appropriate renaming instruc-
tions.

However, this script is flawed in that while the prefix-lists are changed, 
their references in policy-statements and firewall filters are not altered.  
Without correction, this results in a commit error when the referenced 
prefix-list is not found during the commit process.  The following Try 
it Yourself example resolves this issue. The Appendix (included with 
the PDF version of this guide) can be consulted to see the solution to 
the exercise. 

Try it Yourself: Modify Convert-to-hyphens.slax

Modify the convert-to-hyphens.slax commit script.  Along with renaming the prefix-list, the 
references to the prefix-list in policy-statements and firewall filters should also be set to the new 
name.
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Transient Changes

Up to this point only persistent configuration changes have been 
displayed.  Persistent changes are done using the <change> result tree 
element.  They directly impact the candidate configuration, and are 
included within the normal configuration just like manual configura-
tion changes.

However, in addition to persistent changes commit scripts also have 
the ability to perform transient changes, which are changes that affect 
the checkout configuration applied to the Junos daemons but never 
show up in the normal configuration file.

Transient changes have the following characteristics:

n	Created by the <transient-change> result tree element.

n	Require allow-transients to be configured under [edit system 
scripts commit].

n	Do not affect the candidate configuration, only affect the checkout 
configuration.

n	Do not appear in the committed configuration file.

n	Recreated by commit scripts during each commit.  To remove a 
transient change, remove the commit script.

In summary, a transient change is a configuration change that is only 
visible to Junos, not to the users. Transient changes are used primarily 
in combination with configuration macros, as discussed in Chapter 4, 
but are also useful if there are large configuration statements that 
should be hidden from the configuration file.  An example of this could 
be large user authentication keys.

Consider the following user account configuration:

user jnpr {
    uid 2000;
    class super-user;
    authentication {
        ssh-dsa "ssh-dss

VlAYXzZ5XUDmBwAGgARS4ILMlhU2ozpfSePZmMqfqsvMCeSsssYtTX7W1DEnbvA+SdWg35zhS4utAYnlAjzJt

aqoB4EYmk8xt5DCeNd/vSwTMOhlsXFXYHkxOnO5Va5+etQ1c3j9d0WoO7+Mu6yxzgJnBN6I9lLYK8jbAAAAFQ

CkjYEHTB8PnKkXUBf2yk+aykSeaQAAAIAe2I7x9TYC9Eas1BqMgZb0BGgXr0jo/a5ZJdFIY22in2t9yAhaqb-

VbgSpPN9lIDtOab1JG3bzb8Gb9OpvKBiOtMKj4vd8fhUm5SzujJW7sP+FkWixevi+EnfUFQRIgLTeKKe6QDAP
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xOUcH84pWKMuxiW9xlcXAJzvuGb2iQQBNLwAAAIAE2tJjK+dJZWoudzvv8pDWWk2H+QxzEGpsCWJQJNVAarY1

nCgy5+pbXyX7M9I1FC/fjmaCBwZR//JuYRfo+29LTsCMAk9b0fSrToszXvXgtJ86nWzn1Sz9w3yDgtxpoD8R/

mUqa8Xf5J7uGwOT6ypBMa+7u2sGrqD6RiSvCGxGbQ== example"; ## SECRET-DATA

    }

}

Rather than allowing this key to clutter up the configuration, it is 
possible to embed it within a commit script, and have the script 
transiently add the key to the configuration at commit time.  Here is an 
example of how this can be done:

/* add-user-key.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {
    <transient-change> {
        <system> {
            <login> {
                <user> {
                    <name> "jnpr";
                    <authentication> {
                        <ssh-dsa> {
                            <name> "ssh-dss AAAAB3NzaC1kc3MAAACBAM5Yu7v/VlAYXzZ5" _
                                   "XUDmBwAGgARS4ILMlhU2ozpfSePZmMqfqsvMCeSsssYt" _
                                   "TX7W1DEnbvA+SdWg35zhS4utAYnlAjzJtaqoB4EYmk8x" _
                                   "t5DCeNd/vSwTMOhlsXFXYHkxOnO5Va5+etQ1c3j9d0Wo" _
                                   "O7+Mu6yxzgJnBN6I9lLYK8jbAAAAFQCkjYEHTB8PnKkX" _
                                   "UBf2yk+aykSeaQAAAIAe2I7x9TYC9Eas1BqMgZb0BGgX" _
                                   "r0jo/a5ZJdFIY22in2t9yAhaqbVbgSpPN9lIDtOab1JG" _
                                   "3bzb8Gb9OpvKBiOtMKj4vd8fhUm5SzujJW7sP+FkWixe" _
                                   "vi+EnfUFQRIgLTeKKe6QDAPxOUcH84pWKMuxiW9xlcXA" _
                                   "JzvuGb2iQQBNLwAAAIAE2tJjK+dJZWoudzvv8pDWWk2H" _
                                   "+QxzEGpsCWJQJNVAarY1nCgy5+pbXyX7M9I1FC/fjmaC" _
                                   "BwZR//JuYRfo+29LTsCMAk9b0fSrToszXvXgtJ86nWzn" _
                                   "1Sz9w3yDgtxpoD8R/mUqa8Xf5J7uGwOT6ypBMa+7u2sG" _
                                   "rqD6RiSvCGxGbQ== example";
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
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The add-user-key.slax script adds the 'jnpr' user’s ssh dsa key tran-
siently to the configuration.  To enable it, the allow-transients 
configuration statement must be configured:

system {
    scripts {
        commit {
            allow-transients;
            file add-user-key.slax;
        }
    }
} 

With the above script in place, the 'jnpr' user account requires only 
the following configuration because its authentication key is added 
transiently:

user jnpr {
    uid 2000;
    class super-user;
}

jcs:emit-change

The jcs:emit-change template can be used to generate <transient-
change> elements in the same way as <change> elements.  The differ-
ence is that its $tag parameter must be set to "transient-change" as its 
default behavior is to generate a <change> element.

call jcs:emit-change( $content, $tag = "transient-change" ); 

Viewing Transient Changes

While transient configuration changes do not appear in the normal 
configuration file, it is possible to view them by adding | display 
commit-scripts to the show command in configuration mode or the 
show configuration command in operational mode.

For example, the full 'jnpr' user account configuration can be seen 
along with the effects of the add-user-key.slax script in this manner:

[edit]

jnpr@host1# show system login | display commit-scripts

user jnpr {

    uid 2000;

    class super-user;
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    authentication {

        ssh-dsa "ssh-dss

AAAAB3NzaC1kc3MAAACBAM5YVlAYXzZ5XUDmBwAGgARS4ILMlhU2ozpfSePZmM

qfqsvMCeSsssYtTX7W1DEnbvA+SdWg35zhS4utAYnlAjzJtaqoB4EYmk8xt5DC

eNd/vSwTMOhlsXFXYHkxOnO5Va5+etQ1c3j9d0WoO7+Mu6yxzgJnBN6I9lLYK8

jbAAAAFQCkjYEHTB8PnKkXUBf2yk+aykSeaQAAAIAe2I7x9TYC9Eas1BqMgZb0

BGgXr0jo/a5ZJdFIY22in2t9yAhaqbVbgSpPN9lIDtOab1JG3bzb8Gb9OpvK-

BiOtMKj4vd8fhUm5SzujJW7sP+FkWixevi+EnfUFQRIgLTeKKe6QDAPxOUcH84

pWKMuxiW9xlcXAJzvuGb2iQQBNLwAAAIAE2tJjK+dJZWoudzvv8pDWWk2H+Qxz

EGpsCWJQJNVAarY1nCgy5+pbXyX7M9I1FC/fjmaCBwZR//JuYRfo+29LTsCMAk

9b0fSrToszXvXgtJ86nWzn1Sz9w3yDgtxpoD8R/mUqa8Xf5J7uGwOT6ypBMa+7

u2sGrqD6RiSvCGxGbQ== example"; ## SECRET-DATA

    }

}

ALERT! At the time of this writing, using the replace attribute within a <tran-
sient-change> does not work correctly and the change is merged 
rather than replaced.  Viewing the output of show configuration | 
display commit-scripts makes it appear that the replace operation 
was successful, but it does not accurately reflect the committed con-
figuration in this scenario.

Try it Yourself: Transient Root Authentication Key

Create a commit script that adds the root authentication key transiently to the configuration.  
Use the jcs:emit-change template to do so.

Element and Template Summary

Table 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 summarize the configuration change result tree 
elements, configuration element attributes, and change templates.

Table 3.1  Configuration Change Result Tree Elements

Result Tree Elements Configuration Affected

<change> - perform a persistent configura-
tion change

Candidate configuration

<transient-change> - perform a transient 
configuration change

Checkout configuration
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Table 3.2  Configuration Change Attributes

Configuration Element Attributes Effect

active="active" Activates the configuration statement or hierarchy

delete="delete" Deletes the configuration statement or hierarchy

inactive="inactive" Deactivates the configuration statement or hierarchy

insert="before | after" Inserts the configuration statement or hierarchy before or 
after the referenced statement or hierarchy

rename="rename" Renames the configuration statement or hierarchy

replace="replace" Replaces the existing configuration with the replacement 
configuration

Table 3.3  � Configuration Change Template Parameters

Template Template Parameters

jcs:emit-change – Generates a 
<change> or <transient-change> 
element

$dot – Change the current hierarchy for the 
configuration change

$content – [Required] - The desired configuration 
change, relative to the current hierarchy

$tag – Generate a 'change' (default) element or a 
'transient-change' element
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The last three chapters have shown how commit scripts can automate 
configurations by providing feedback, halting the commit of invalid 
configurations, and performing configuration changes.  But all commit 
script logic shown so far has been based on the contents of the configura-
tion itself.  This is often sufficient, but commit scripts can be even more 
flexible by adding configuration macros as scripts that can then work 
with arbitrary data instead of relying on only the standard configuration 
syntax.

Overview

Configuration macros contain  arbitrary information that can be embed-
ded within a configuration.  The name macro can become somewhat 
misleading because the macros are actually just data, stored within the 
configuration.  The actual programming logic comes entirely from 
commit scripts, which can react to the data within the configuration 
macros.

Configuring Macros

Macros are configured by using the apply-macro configuration statement:

[edit]
jnpr@host1# set apply-macro example

The above configuration command adds a macro named "example" at 
the top-level of the configuration hierarchy.  Macros can be added to any 
configuration hierarchy and multiple macros can be present at the same 
hierarchy as long as they have different names:

interfaces{
    lo0 {
        apply-macro macro1;
        apply-macro macro2;
    }
}

ALERT! The apply-macro command does not show up in the command help and 
cannot be auto-completed.  It is not a hidden command; the reason it 
doesn’t appear in the command help is to prevent all the different apply-* 
statements from cluttering up the help of every hierarchy level.  The same 
result is seen with the apply-flag command.  In both cases, although they 
are supported configuration statements, the full command must be typed 
out and is not shown in the help output.
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Some macros only consist of their name, but it is also possible to configure 
macro parameters.  Each parameter must have a name and can optionally 
have a value as well.  Multiple parameters can be configured but each 
parameter for a particular macro must have a unique name:

apply-macro customer-1 {
    interface ge-0/0/0.0;
    protocol bgp;
    service-level gold;
}
apply-macro customer-2 {
    interface ge-2/0/1.0;
    protocol static;
    service-level silver;
}

Working with Macros
Configuration macros can be retrieved from or added to the configuration 
in the same way as any other configuration element.  Here are the two 
customer macros that were shown in the past section, this time shown in 
XML format:         
<apply-macro> {
    <name> "customer-1";
    <data> {
        <name> "interface";
        <value> "ge-0/0/0.0";
    }
    <data> {
        <name> "protocol";
        <value> "bgp";
    }
    <data> {
        <name> "service-level";
        <value> "gold";
    }
}
<apply-macro> {
    <name> "customer-2";
    <data> {
        <name> "interface";
        <value> "ge-2/0/1.0";
    }
    <data> {
        <name> "protocol";
        <value> "static";
    }
    <data> {
        <name> "service-level";
        <value> "silver";
    }
}
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Each macro is identified by its <name> element.  And each parameter 
within a macro is represented by a <data> element with the name and 
value, if a value is present, stored in its <name> and <value> child ele-
ments.

Assuming these values are stored at the top-level of the configuration, 
they could be retrieved using the following code:

n	Retrieve the interface value of the customer-1 macro:

var $interface = apply-macro[name == "customer-1"]/
data[name=="interface"]/value; 

n	Loop through all protocol parameters of macros that start with 
"customer":

for-each( apply-macro[ starts-with( name, "customer")]/
data[name=="protocol"] ) {
    ....
} 

n	The following example shows the <change> element necessary to add 
a "time-interval" macro to the ge-0/0/0 interface stanza:

<change> {
    <interfaces> {
        <interface> {
            <name> "ge-0/0/0";
            <apply-macro> {
                <name> "time-interval";
                <data> {
                    <name> "start-time";
                    <value> "08:00";
                }
                <data> {
                    <name> "stop-time";
                    <value> "13:00";
                }
                <data> {
                    <name> "default-down";
                }
            }
        }
    }
} 

The above <change> element adds the following apply-macro to the 
configuration:
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apply-macro time-interval {
    default-down;
    start-time 08:00;
    stop-time 13:00;
}

Macro Uses

Adding macros to the configuration has no default impact because Junos 
ignores all macros and their configured parameters.  It is only through 
Junos automation scripts that macros gain their significance.

Using configuration macros is entirely arbitrary and up to the script 
writer, but they are typically used for the following:

n	Data storage

n	Instruction sets

n	Exception flags

n	Custom configuration syntax

Each of these possibilities is discussed in the remaining sections of this 
chapter.

Data Storage

The first use for configuration macros is arbitrary data storage.  In this 
case the macros exist solely as a convenient location to store information 
within the configuration.  This use extends beyond commit scripts, as op 
scripts or event scripts might have reason to retain information in the 
configuration as well.

Anything of interest can be placed within a configuration macro as long 
as it fits in the parameter name and value format.   The following script 
shows an example of how configuration macros can be used to store 
unique information within the configuration.  In this case, the script 
stores the date when each EBGP peer was added to the configuration, as 
well as the user that added it:

/* record-bgp-commit-info.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";
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import "../import/junos.xsl";

var $macro-name = "commit-info";

match configuration {

    /* Retrieve AS Number */
    var $asn = routing-options/autonomous-system/as-number;

    /* Grab the date */
    var $date = substring-before( $localtime_iso, " " );

    /* Loop through each EBGP peer */
    for-each( protocols/bgp/group[ peer-as != $asn ]/neighbor ) {
    
        /* Are they missing their commit-info macro? */
        if( jcs:empty( apply-macro[name == $macro-name] ) ) {
        
            /* Add the apply-macro to it */
            var $content = {
                <apply-macro> {
                    <name> $macro-name;
                    <data> {
                        <name> "date";
                        <value> $date;
                    }
                    <data> {
                        <name> "user";
                        <value> $user;
                    }
                }
            }
            var $message = "Adding commit information";
            call jcs:emit-change( $content, $message );
        }
    }
} 

 The first time each EBGP peer is added to the configuration the 
commit script notices that it lacks the "commit-info" configuration 
macro and generates the configuration change necessary to add the 
macro with the current date and the committing user.

As a result, the configuration contains additional information about 
the creation of each peer, which can be used in any way desired:

[edit protocols bgp]
jnpr@host1# show
group AS65535 {
    peer-as 65535;
    neighbor 10.0.0.1 {
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        apply-macro commit-info {
            date 2009-11-25;
            user jnpr;
        }
    }
    neighbor 10.0.0.2 {
        apply-macro commit-info {
            date 2009-11-10;
            user roy;
        }
    }
}

Instruction Set

The second use of a configuration macro is causing a commit script to 
perform specific actions and then remove the macro. The presence of 
the macro at a certain hierarchy of the configuration might be enough 
information for the commit script to perform its duties, or the macro 
might contain one or more parameters that provide additional infor-
mation about what tasks the commit script should perform.  

The following commit script shows an example of a configuration 
macro applied for this purpose.  Whenever the configuration statement 
apply-macro set-core-interface is applied to an interface the follow-
ing configuration changes are made by the script:

n	Add family mpls to interface

n	Add family iso to interface

n	Enable interface for MPLS protocol

n	Enable interface for LDP protocol

n	Enable interface for ISIS protocol

n	Remove macro

/* set-core-interface.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

var $macro-name = "commit-info";

match configuration {
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    /* Look for instruction macro */
    for-each( interfaces/interface/unit[ apply-macro/name == "set-core-interface"] ) {
    
        /* Add families and remove macro */
        var $content = {
            <apply-macro delete="delete"> {
                <name> "set-core-interface";
            }
            <family> {
                <iso>;
                <mpls>;
            }
        }
        var $message = "Setting as core interface...";
        call jcs:emit-change( $content, $message );
        
        /* Assemble interface name */
        var $name = ../name _ "." _ name;
        
        /* Add to protocols */
        <change> {
            <protocols> {
                <mpls> {
                    <interface> {
                        <name> $name;
                    }
                }
                <ldp> {
                    <interface> {
                        <name> $name;
                    }
                }
                <isis> {
                    <interface> {
                        <name> $name;
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

The macro is added to the desired interface prior to the commit:

[edit interfaces ge-1/0/0 unit 0]
jnpr@host1# show
apply-macro set-core-interface;
family inet {
    address 10.0.1.1/24;
}
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And following the commit, the macro has been removed and the 
required changes have been put in place for the interface to function as 
a core interface:

[edit interfaces ge-1/0/0]
jnpr@host1# show
unit 0 {
    family inet {
        address 10.0.1.1/24;
    }
    family iso;
    family mpls;
}

[edit]
jnpr@host1# show protocols
mpls {
    interface ge-1/0/0.0;
}
isis {
    interface ge-1/0/0.0;
}
ldp {
    interface ge-1/0/0.0;
}

Try it Yourself: MTU Changes

Design a configuration macro with two parameters.  The first parameter refers to the desired 
MTU value and the second is a regular expression for all interfaces that should be assigned the 
MTU value.  Create a commit script that looks for the configuration macro in the [edit inter-
faces] hierarchy and makes the instructed MTU changes in response.  The configuration macro 
should be removed as part of the configuration change.

Exception Flag

The third use of configuration macros is an exception flag macro, 
which is used to indicate that a configuration section should be skipped 
by commit scripts.  This macro is useful when a commit script looks at 
all occurrences of a particular configuration, such as all interfaces, and 
performs the same operation on all of them by default.

Using an example of a commit script that modifies interface configura-
tion, the script could verify the absence of a particular macro prior to 
changing the interface.  That way, if the device’s administrators do not 
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want a subset of their interfaces to be modified by the script they can set 
the macro on those interfaces, which then flags them as being an exception 
to the normal commit script processing.

Recall the check-ebgp-peers.slax commit script shown in Chapter 2 that 
displayed a <xnm:error> if any EBGP peers lacked a prefix-limit.  This 
script has now been modified to use the macro "skip-prefix-limit-
check" as an exception flag:

/* check-ebgp-peers-with-exception.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Retrieve AS Number */
    var $asn = routing-options/autonomous-system/as-number;
    
    /* 
     * Scroll through all EBGP peers - do not worry about peers with
     * "skip-prefix-limit-check" macro applied.
     */
    for-each( protocols/bgp/group[ peer-as != $asn ]/neighbor ) {
    
        if( jcs:empty( family/inet/unicast/prefix-limit/maximum ) &&
            jcs:empty( ../family/inet/unicast/prefix-limit/maximum ) &&
            jcs:empty( apply-macro[name == "skip-prefix-limit-check"] ) ) {
            <xnm:error> {
                call jcs:edit-path();
                <message> "EBGP peer must have prefix limit defined.";
            }
        }
    }
}

With the modified version of this commit script in place, the following 
configuration is allowed by the commit script because the macro defined 
for neighbor 10.0.0.2 causes the script to ignore its missing prefix list:

bgp {
    group AS65535 {
        peer-as 65535;
        neighbor 10.0.0.1 {
            family inet {
                unicast {
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                    prefix-limit {
                        maximum 10000;
                    }
                }
            }
        }
        neighbor 10.0.0.2 {
            apply-macro skip-prefix-limit-check;
        }
    }
}

Custom Configuration Syntax

The fourth and final use for macros is creating custom configuration 
syntax by pairing apply-macro statements with transient configuration 
changes.

The apply-macro statements remain permanently in the configuration, 
and from the point of view of the users they are the actual configura-
tion statements.  But the commit script translates the macros into their 
equivalent Junos commands and provides the true Junos configuration 
transiently to the daemons.

This is a powerful capability that allows configurations to be standard-
ized as well as simplified.  The standardization comes because the full 
configuration expansion is automated, which prevents human error.  
And the simplification comes from the amount of standardized 
configuration that can be hidden from normal view.

Provisioning automation is a typical use of this type of configuration 
macro.  By abstracting the configuration details into a simple interface 
of name and value pairs, commit scripts that work with these macros 
can ensure the provisioned configuration can be accurately and 
consistently generated.

Here is an example that performs the common task of sharing interface 
routes with both the inet.0 and inet.2 routing tables, but accomplishes 
all the tasks with a single apply-macro both-ribs statement.

The configuration required:

routing-options {
    apply-macro both-ribs;
    static {
        route 172.0.0.0/8 next-hop 172.25.45.1;
    }
}
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The expand-both-ribs.slax commit script:

/* expand-both-ribs.slax */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* If both-ribs macro is present, then expand the configuration transiently */
    if( routing-options/apply-macro[ name == "both-ribs" ] ) {
        <transient-change> {
            <routing-options> {
                <interface-routes> {
                    <rib-group> {
                        <inet> "both-ribs";
                    }
                }
                <rib-groups> {
                    <name> "both-ribs";
                    <import-rib> "inet.0";
                    <import-rib> "inet.2";
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

The checkout configuration provided to Junos daemons:

routing-options {
    apply-macro both-ribs;
    interface-routes {
        rib-group inet both-ribs;
    }
    static {
        route 172.0.0.0/8 next-hop 172.25.45.1;
    }
    rib-groups {
        both-ribs {
            import-rib [ inet.0 inet.2 ];
        }
    }
}
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Note the difference between the configuration as seen by the user, and 
the actual configuration that is committed and provided to Junos 
daemons.  The visible configuration is smaller because the standard-
ized portions of the expanded configuration do not need to be viewed.  
From a user’s perspective, the apply-macro both-ribs statement 
creates a both-ribs rib-group and shares the interface routes with both 
inet.0 and inet.2.

Try it Yourself: Custom Firewall Filter

Design a configuration macro that has two parameters, one that indicates the control protocol 
between PE and CE (BGP, OSPF, etc.), and the other that indicates the policer bandwidth.  
Create a commit script that transiently creates a firewall filter for each logical interface with that 
macro configured.  The firewall filter should allow all packets from the control protocol in the 
first term, and allow all packets in the second term, but rate-limit them to the bandwidth 
specified in the macro.

MORE? Find another example of custom configuration syntax in the Appendix 
(included in the electronic copy of this booklet).
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What to Do Next & Where to Go …  

http://www .juniper .net/dayone

The PDF version of this booklet includes an additional Appendix. 

http://www .juniper .net/automation

The Junos Automation home page, where plenty of useful resources 
are available including training class, recommended reading, and a 
script library - an online repository of scripts that can be used on Junos 
devices.

http://forums .juniper .net/jnet

The Juniper-sponsored J-Net Communities forum is dedicated to 
sharing information, best practices, and questions about Juniper 
products, technologies, and solutions. Register to participate at this 
free forum.

http://www .juniper .net/techpubs/en_US/junos/information-products/topic-collections/config-guide-automation/
frameset .html

All Juniper-developed product documentation is freely accessible at 
this site, including the Junos API and Scripting Documentation.

http://www .juniper .net/us/en/products-services/technical-services/j-care/

Building on the Junos automation toolset, Juniper Networks Advanced 
Insight Solutions (AIS) introduces intelligent self-analysis capabilities 
directly into platforms run by Junos. AIS provides a comprehensive set 
of tools and technologies designed to enable Juniper Networks Techni-
cal Services with the automated delivery of tailored, proactive network 
intelligence and support services. 
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The Day One: Applying Junos Configuration Automation booklet 
showed the potential that Junos automation offers to customize and 
control the commit process.   This Appendix supplements the informa-
tion discussed in the booklet by providing an additional commit script 
example as well as examples of solutions to the Try it Yourself sections.

Commit Script Example

This first section of the Appendix provides an additional commit script 
highlighting the possibilities of commit scripts and making use of the 
lessons learned in this volume.  Extensive comments are included within 
the script to provide documentation on its structure.

Policy-Based Routing

Junos performs policy-based routing through filter-based forwarding.  A 
firewall filter term directs its matching traffic to an alternate table for 
forwarding, and this assigned forwarding table is populated with the 
necessary routes to send the traffic to its desired destination.

The multi-part approach behind filter-based forwarding provides great 
flexibility, but it can become cumbersome when only a simple next-hop 
directive is desired.

The policy-route.slax commit script provides a simplified method of 
policy-based routing.  The only action necessary to direct traffic to a 
remote destination is to apply the following macro under the firewall 
filter term’s then hierarchy:

apply-macro policy-route {
    next-hop x.x.x.x;
} 

Here is an example of a firewall filter that uses this macro to direct traffic 
from two specific sources to different destinations:

firewall {
    family inet {
        filter customer-input {
            term source-a {
                from {
                    source-address {
                        192.168.1.1/32;
                    }
                }
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                then {
                    apply-macro policy-route {
                        next-hop 10.0.0.1;
                    }
                }
            }
            term source-b {
                from {
                    source-address {
                        192.168.1.14/32;
                    }
                }
                then {
                    apply-macro policy-route {
                        next-hop 10.0.0.2;
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

Using this macro significantly reduces the number of configuration 
statements that an administrator must enter to set up policy-based 
routing. The commit script adds all other necessary configuration 
statements during the commit process in response to the presence of 
the policy-route macros.  Junos adds these statements transiently in 
order to prevent cluttering the configuration, and so the only perma-
nent configuration statements that refer to policy-based routing are the 
apply-macro statements.  

NOTE As discussed in Chapter 3, transient changes are communicated to 
Junos and affect its operation but do not appear in the configuration 
file.

Here is the configuration that is added based on the above firewall 
filter and its macros:

routing-options {
    interface-routes {
        rib-group inet fbf-ribs;
    }
    rib-groups {
        fbf-ribs {
            import-rib [ inet.0 fbf-10.0.0.1.inet.0 fbf-10.0.0.2.inet.0 ];
        }
    }
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}
firewall {
    family inet {
        filter customer-input {
            term source-a {
                then {
                    routing-instance fbf-10.0.0.1;
                }
            }
            term source-b {
                then {
                    routing-instance fbf-10.0.0.2;
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
routing-instances {
    fbf-10.0.0.1 {
        instance-type forwarding;
        routing-options {
            static {
                route 0.0.0.0/0 next-hop 10.0.0.1;
            }
        }
    }
    fbf-10.0.0.2 {
        instance-type forwarding;
        routing-options {
            static {
                route 0.0.0.0/0 next-hop 10.0.0.2;
            }
        }
    }
}

During the commit process Junos merges the above changes into the 
existing configuration as transient changes.  While the changes do not 
appear in the configuration file, their effects can be seen in the routing 
tables that are created to accommodate the two new forwarding 
instances:

fbf-10.0.0.2.inet.0: 5 destinations, 5 routes (5 active, 0 holddown, 0 hidden)
+ = Active Route, - = Last Active, * = Both

0.0.0.0/0          *[Static/5] 00:12:05
                    > to 10.0.0.2 via ge-2/0/0.0
10.0.0.0/24        *[Direct/0] 00:12:05
                    > via ge-2/0/0.0
10.0.0.100/32      *[Local/0] 00:12:05
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                      Local via ge-2/0/0.0
192.168.1.0/24     *[Direct/0] 00:12:05
                    > via ge-4/1/0.0
192.168.1.50/32    *[Local/0] 00:12:05
                      Local via ge-4/1/0.0

fbf-10.0.0.1.inet.0: 5 destinations, 5 routes (5 active, 0 holddown, 0 hidden)
+ = Active Route, - = Last Active, * = Both

0.0.0.0/0          *[Static/5] 00:12:05
                    > to 10.0.0.1 via ge-2/0/0.0
10.0.0.0/24        *[Direct/0] 00:12:05
                    > via ge-2/0/0.0
10.0.0.100/32      *[Local/0] 00:12:05
                      Local via ge-2/0/0.0
192.168.1.0/24     *[Direct/0] 00:12:05
                    > via ge-4/1/0.0
192.168.1.50/32    *[Local/0] 00:12:05
                      Local via ge-4/1/0.0

The policy-route.slax commit script functions correctly with an 
existing interface-routes rib-group, as long as it does not have an 
import-policy.  Here is the full list of caveats:

n	Logical-systems are not supported.

n	Only IPv4 is supported.

n	An import-policy for the interface-routes rib-group is not 
supported.

n	Deactivating the [edit routing-options] hierarchy will prevent 
the script from functioning correctly.

n	The next-hop must be to a direct subnet.

Here is the full listing of the policy-route.slax commit script:

/* 
 * policy-route.slax is a commit script designed to simplify filter-based
 * forwarding (policy-based routing).  With this commit script in place, the 
 * following firewall action can be specified:
 *
 * then {
 *     apply-macro policy-route {
 *         next-hop 10.0.0.1;
 *     }
 * }
 *
 * The commit script translates the configuration macro at commit time and
 * generates the configuration necessary for filter-based forwarding.
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 *
 * Do not configure a terminating action or 'next term' within the same term
 * where this macro is applied
 * Next-hop must be to a directly connected interface
 * Only IPv4 is supported
 * Logical-systems are not supported
 * Deactivating routing-options blocks the macro from working correctly
 */
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* 
     * Verify that a rib-group with an import-rib is not specified for interface
     * routes.  This commit script is incompatible with that configuration.
     */
    var $interface-routes = routing-options/interface-routes/rib-group/inet;
    var $rib-group-config = routing-options/rib-groups[name == $interface-routes];
    if( $interface-routes && $rib-group-config/import-policy ) {
        <xnm:warning> {
            call jcs:edit-path( $dot = $rib-group-config );
            call jcs:statement( $dot = $rib-group-config/import-policy );
            <message> "policy-route macro cannot be used if interface-routes " _
                      "rib-group has an import policy";
        }
    }
    /* Otherwise, the configuration is compatible so go ahead */
    else {
    
        /* 
         * Go through all the firewall filters and create the transient filter
         * configuration change as well as the routing-instance change.  Build
         * a set of all the routing-instances for the later interface-routes
         * change.
         */
         var $macro = "policy-route";
         var $results := {
             for-each( firewall//filter/term/then/apply-macro[name == $macro] ) {
                
                /* Retrieve next-hop value from the macro */
                var $next-hop = data[ name == "next-hop" ]/value;
                
                /* Verify that next-hop is present */
                if( jcs:empty( $next-hop ) ) {
                    <xnm:warning> {
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                        call jcs:edit-path();
                        <message> "Macro is missing next-hop parameter";
                    }
                }
                /* Make changes */
                else {
                    /* Assemble standardized name */
                    var $instance-name = "fbf-" _ $next-hop;
                    
                    /* Add routing-instance action */
                    var $content = {
                        <routing-instance> {
                            <routing-instance-name> $instance-name;
                        }
                    }
                    call jcs:emit-change($dot= ..,$content,$tag="transient-change");
                    
                    /* 
                     * Create routing-instance.  It is a forwarding type instance
                     * with a single 0/0 route pointing to the desired next-hop
                     */
                    <transient-change> {
                        <routing-instances> {
                            <instance> {
                                <name> $instance-name;
                                <instance-type> "forwarding";
                                <routing-options> {
                                    <static> {
                                        <route> {
                                            <name> "0.0.0.0/0";
                                            <next-hop> $next-hop;
                                        }
                                    }
                                }
                            }
                        }
                    }
                    
                    /* Record routing-instance name */
                    <instance> $instance-name;
                }
             }
         }
         
         /* 
          * Copy any <transient-change> elements saved to $results to the result
          * tree so the changes can be passed to Junos
          */
         copy-of $results/transient-change;
         /* 
          * Copy any <xnm:warning> elements saved to $results as well
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          */
         copy-of $results/xnm:warning;
         
         /* 
          * Make routing-options change.  The active="active" tag is included
          * up until the routing-options hierarchy in case the interface-routes
          * statement or its children are deactivated.  The macro could have
          * activated routing-options automatically as well, but it does not
          * due to the possibility that there might be configuration within
          * routing-options that must remain deactivated.
          */
         if( count( $results/instance ) > 0 ) {
             <transient-change> {
                <routing-options> {
                    <interface-routes active="active"> {
                        <rib-group active="active"> {
                            <inet active="active"> "fbf-ribs";
                        }
                    }
                    <rib-groups> {
                        <name> "fbf-ribs";
                        /* Is there an existing interface-routes rib? */
                        if( $interface-routes ) {
                            /* Copy existing ribs to import-rib */
                            copy-of $rib-group-config/import-rib;
                        }
                        else {
                            /* Just add inet.0 as import rib */
                            <import-rib> "inet.0";
                        }
                        
                        /* Add all the routing-instances as import-ribs */
                        for-each( $results/instance ) {
                            <import-rib> . _ ".inet.0";
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
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Try it Yourself Solutions

This last section of the Appendix provides sample solutions for each of 
the Try it Yourself sections as they appeared in Chapters 2 through 4.

Chapter 2

Try it Yourself: Host-Name Should Inherit From Configuration 
Group

Create a commit script that generates a commit warning message if the host-name is not inher-
ited from the re0 or re1 configuration groups.

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    if( jcs:empty( system/host-name[@junos:group == "re0" || @junos:group == "re1"])){
        <xnm:warning> {
            <message> "Hostname is not inherited from re configuration group.";
        }
    }

}

Try it Yourself: ISIS Interface Lacks Family Iso

Create a warning message for every interface enabled for the ISIS protocol that does not have 
family iso configured.  Include an <edit-path> to better document the problem.

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {
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    /* Record reference point */
    var $interfaces = interfaces;
    
    /* Only look for specifically enabled interfaces */
    for-each( protocols/isis/interface[ name != "all" ][ jcs:empty( disable )] ) {
        var $physical = substring-before( name, "." );
        var $logical = substring-after( name, "." );
        
        var $interface = $interfaces/interface[name == $physical]/unit[name == $logical];
        
        if( jcs:empty( $interface/family/iso ) ) {
            <xnm:warning> {
                call jcs:edit-path();
                <message> "Interface does not have family iso configured.";
            }
        }
    }

} 

Try it Yourself: Compare Syslog Methods

Create a commit script that logs two syslog messages, one using <syslog> and the other using 
jcs:syslog().  Compare the syslog results when a commit is performed versus a commit check.

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    <syslog> {
        <message> "Logged by result tree element";
    }
    expr jcs:syslog( "daemon.warning", "Logged by function" );

}

[edit]
jnpr@host1# run clear log syslog

[edit]
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jnpr@host1# commit
commit complete

[edit]
jnpr@host1# run show log syslog | match cscript
Nov 30 09:22:26  host1 cscript: %DAEMON-4: Logged by function
Nov 30 09:22:26  host1 cscript: %DAEMON-4: Logged by result tree element
Nov 30 09:22:37  host1 mgd[1913]: %INTERACT-6-UI_CMDLINE_READ_LINE: User 'jnpr', 
command 'run show log syslog | match cscript '

[edit]
jnpr@host1# run clear log syslog

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit check
configuration check succeeds

[edit]
jnpr@host1# run show log syslog | match cscript
Nov 30 09:22:46  host1 cscript: %DAEMON-4: Logged by function
Nov 30 09:22:58  host1 mgd[1913]: %INTERACT-6-UI_CMDLINE_READ_LINE: User 'jnpr', 
command 'run show log syslog | match cscript '

Try it Yourself: Sanity Checking

Write a commit script that generates a <xnm:error> if the [edit system], [edit interfaces], or 
[edit protocols] hierarchies are missing.

 
version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    if( jcs:empty( system ) ) {
        <xnm:error> {
            <message> "[edit system] hierarchy level is missing.";
        }
    }

    if( jcs:empty( interfaces ) ) {
        <xnm:error> {
            <message> "[edit interfaces] hierarchy level is missing.";
        }
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    }

    if( jcs:empty( protocols ) ) {
        <xnm:error> {
            <message> "[edit protocols] hierarchy level is missing.";
        }
    }
}

Try it Yourself: Incorrect Autonomous-System Number

Write a commit script that generates a <xnm:error> if the autonomous-system number is not set 
to 65000.  Include <edit-path> and <statement> elements to better document the problem.

 

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    if( routing-options/autonomous-system/as-number != 65000 ) {
        <xnm:error> {
            call jcs:edit-path( $dot = routing-options/autonomous-system );
            call jcs:statement( $dot = routing-options/autonomous-system/as-number );
            <message> "ASN must be set to 65000.";
        }
    }
}

Chapter 3

Try it Yourself: Commit Check And The <Change> Element

Write a simple commit script that changes a single configuration setting.  Perform a commit 
check and verify that the candidate configuration is altered but the committed configuration 
remains unchanged.  Perform a normal commit and verify that the change is now visible in the 
committed configuration.
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version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    <change> {
        <snmp> {
            <location> "SLC";
        }
    }
}

[edit]
jnpr@host1# show snmp
location Denver;

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit check
configuration check succeeds

[edit]
jnpr@host1# show snmp
location SLC;

[edit]
jnpr@host1# run show configuration snmp
location Denver;

[edit]
jnpr@host1# commit
commit complete

[edit]
jnpr@host1# show snmp
location SLC;

[edit]
jnpr@host1# run show configuration snmp
location SLC;
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Try it Yourself: Automated Configuration Fixes

Identify a standard part of your configuration that should always be present.  Write a commit 
script that automatically adds it when missing and generates a <xnm:warning> message informing 
the user of the change. 

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    if( jcs:empty( routing-options/autonomous-system[as-number == 65000 ] ) ) {
        <change> {
            <routing-options> {
                <autonomous-system> {
                    <as-number> 65000;
                }
            }
        }
        <xnm:warning> {
            <edit-path> "[edit routing-options]";
            <message> "Setting ASN to 65000";
        }
    }
}

Try it Yourself: Replacing Configuration Hierarchies

Create a commit script that enforces the requirement that the ospf configuration should consist 
solely of an assignment of all interfaces into area 0.

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Check if invalid configuration */
    if( jcs:empty( protocols/ospf/area[name == "0.0.0.0"]/interface[name == "all"] ) ||
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        count( protocols/ospf/descendant::* ) != 4 ) {

        <change> {
            <protocols> {
                <ospf replace="replace"> {
                    <area> {
                        <name> "0.0.0.0";
                        <interface> {
                            <name> "all";
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }        
        <xnm:warning> {
            <edit-path> "[edit protocols ospf]";
            <message> "Assigning all interfaces to area 0.0.0.0";
        }
    }
}

Try it Yourself: Family Mpls On LDP Interfaces

Create a commit script that calls the jcs:emit-change template to add family mpls to every inter-
face, configured under [edit protocols ldp], that lack it.

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Save reference */
    var $interfaces = interfaces;
    
    for-each( protocols/ldp/interface ) {
    
        var $physical = substring-before( name, "." );
        var $logical = substring-after( name, "." );
        var $interface = $interfaces/interface[name == $physical]/unit[name == 
$logical];
        
        if( jcs:empty( $interface/family/mpls ) ) {
            var $content = {
                <family> {
                    <mpls>;
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                }
            }
            var $message = "Adding family mpls to interface";
            call jcs:emit-change( $dot = $interface, $content, $message );
        }
    
    }
}

Try it Yourself: Deleting Invalid Name-Servers

Create a commit script for an organization whose name-servers all fall within the 10.0.1.0/24 
subnet.  Delete any configured name-servers from outside that subnet. 

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* This script does not work with inherited name-servers */
    for-each( system/name-server ) {
        if( not( starts-with( name, "10.0.1." ) ) ) {
            var $content = {
                <name-server delete="delete"> {
                    <name> name;
                }
            }
            var $message = "Removing invalid name-server";
            call jcs:emit-change( $dot = .., $content, $message );
        }
    }
}

Try it Yourself: Reorder Firewall Terms

Create a commit script that adds a term to a firewall filter, if missing, and then inserts it at the 
beginning of the filter.

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
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ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Check if term needs to be added */
    var $filter = firewall/family/inet/filter[name == "ingress"];
    if( jcs:empty( $filter/term[1][name == "count"] ) ) {
        var $content1 = {
            <term> {
                <name> "count";
                <then> {
                    <count> "counter";
                }
            }
        }
        var $term1-name = $filter/term[1]/name;
        var $message = "Adding count term to ingress filter"; 
        call jcs:emit-change( $dot = $filter, $content = $content1, $message );
        var $content2 = {
            <term insert="before" name=$term1-name> {
                <name> "count";
            }
        }
        call jcs:emit-change( $dot = $filter, $content = $content2 );
    }
}

Try it Yourself: Modify Convert-To-Hyphens.Slax

Modify the convert-to-hyphens.slax commit script.  Along with renaming the prefix-list, the 
references to the prefix-list in policy-statements and firewall filters should also be set to the new 
name. 

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {

    /* Not designed for logical systems */

    /* Loop through all prefix-lists */
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    for-each( policy-options/prefix-list ) {
        call convert();
    }

    /* Loop through all policy-statement - prefix-lists */
    for-each( policy-options/policy-statement//from/prefix-list ) {
        call convert();
    }

    /* Loop through all firewalls - prefix-lists */
    for-each( firewall//filter/term/from/prefix-list ) {
        call convert();
    }
}

/* Perform conversion at current hierarchy */
template convert() {

    /* Do they have an underscore in their name? */
    if( contains( name, "_" ) ) {
    
        /* Translate _ to - */
        var $new-name = translate( name, "_", "-" );
        var $content = {
            <prefix-list rename="rename" name=$new-name> {
                <name> name;
            }
        }
        var $message = "Translating _ to -";
        call jcs:emit-change( $dot=.., $content, $message );
    }
}
 

Try it Yourself: Transient Root Authentication Key

Create a commit script that adds the root authentication key transiently to the configuration.  
Use the jcs:emit-change template to do so.

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {
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    var $content = {
        <root-authentication> {
            <ssh-dsa> {
                <name> "ssh-dss AAAAB3NzaC1kc3MAAACBAM5Yu7v/VlAYXzZ5" _
                       "XUDmBwAGgARS4ILMlhU2ozpfSePZmMqfqsvMCeSsssYt" _
                       "TX7W1DEnbvA+SdWg35zhS4utAYnlAjzJtaqoB4EYmk8x" _
                       "t5DCeNd/vSwTMOhlsXFXYHkxOnO5Va5+etQ1c3j9d0Wo" _
                       "O7+Mu6yxzgJnBN6I9lLYK8jbAAAAFQCkjYEHTB8PnKkX" _
                       "UBf2yk+aykSeaQAAAIAe2I7x9TYC9Eas1BqMgZb0BGgX" _
                       "r0jo/a5ZJdFIY22in2t9yAhaqbVbgSpPN9lIDtOab1JG" _
                       "3bzb8Gb9OpvKBiOtMKj4vd8fhUm5SzujJW7sP+FkWixe" _
                       "vi+EnfUFQRIgLTeKKe6QDAPxOUcH84pWKMuxiW9xlcXA" _
                       "JzvuGb2iQQBNLwAAAIAE2tJjK+dJZWoudzvv8pDWWk2H" _
                       "+QxzEGpsCWJQJNVAarY1nCgy5+pbXyX7M9I1FC/fjmaC" _
                       "BwZR//JuYRfo+29LTsCMAk9b0fSrToszXvXgtJ86nWzn" _
                       "1Sz9w3yDgtxpoD8R/mUqa8Xf5J7uGwOT6ypBMa+7u2sG" _
                       "rqD6RiSvCGxGbQ== example";
            }
        }
    }
    call jcs:emit-change( $dot = system, $content, $tag = "transient-change" );
}

Chapter 4

Try it Yourself: MTU Changes

Design a configuration macro with two parameters.  The first parameter refers to the desired 
MTU value and the second is a regular expression for all interfaces that should be assigned the 
MTU value.  Create a commit script that looks for the configuration macro in the [edit inter-
faces] hierarchy and makes the instructed MTU changes in response.  The configuration macro 
should be removed as part of the configuration change. 

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";

import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {
    
    /* Allows multiple set-mtu macros to be present */ 
    for-each( interfaces/apply-macro[ starts-with( name, "set-mtu" ) ] ) {
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        var $value = data[name == "value"]/value;
        var $interfaces = data[name == "interfaces"]/value;
        
        /* Only use if the parameters are present */
        if( jcs:empty( $value ) || jcs:empty( $interfaces ) ) {
            <xnm:warning> {
                call jcs:edit-path();
                <message> "Macro is missing its value and/or interfaces parameter";
            }
        }
        else {
            /* Scroll through all interfaces that match the regex */
            for-each( ../interface[ jcs:regex( $interfaces, name ) ] ) {
                
                var $content = {
                    <mtu> $value;
                }
                var $message = "Setting MTU to " _ $value;
                call jcs:emit-change( $content, $message );
            }
            
            /* Remove the instruction macro */
            <change> {
                <interfaces> {
                    <apply-macro delete="delete"> {
                        <name> name;
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

Try it Yourself: Custom Firewall Filter

Design a configuration macro that has two parameters, one that indicates the control protocol 
between PE and CE (BGP, OSPF, etc.), and the other that indicates the policer bandwidth.  
Create a commit script that transiently creates a firewall filter for each logical interface with that 
macro configured.  The firewall filter should allow all packets from the control protocol in the 
first term, and allow all packets in the second term, but rate-limit them to the bandwidth 
specified in the macro. 

version 1.0;

ns junos = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/*/junos";
ns xnm = "http://xml.juniper.net/xnm/1.1/xnm";
ns jcs = "http://xml.juniper.net/junos/commit-scripts/1.0";
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import "../import/junos.xsl";

match configuration {
    
    for-each( interfaces/interface/unit/apply-macro[ name == "ingress-filter" ] ) {
        var $protocol = data[name == "protocol"]/value;
        var $bandwidth = data[name == "bandwidth"]/value;
        
        /* Only use if the parameters are present */
        if( jcs:empty( $protocol ) || jcs:empty( $bandwidth ) ) {
            <xnm:warning> {
                call jcs:edit-path();
                <message> "Macro is missing its protocol and/or bandwidth parameter";
            }
        }
        else {
            /* Create filter and policer name */
            var $filter-name = "ingress-filter-" _ ../../name _ "." _ ../name;
            var $policer-name = "ingress-policer-" _ ../../name _ "." _ ../name;
            
            /* Assign to interface */
            var $content = {
                <family> {
                    <inet> {
                        <filter> {
                            <input> {
                                <filter-name> $filter-name;
                            }
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
            call jcs:emit-change( $dot = .., $content, $tag = "transient-change" );
            
            /* Create firewall filter and policer */
            <transient-change> {
                <firewall> {
                    <family> {
                        <inet> {
                            <filter> {
                                <name> $filter-name;
                                <term> {
                                    <name> "allow-control";
                                    if( $protocol == "bgp" ) {
                                        <from> {
                                            <protocol> "tcp";
                                            <port> "bgp";
                                        }
                                    }
                                    else if( $protocol == "ospf" ) {
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                                        <from> {
                                            <protocol> "ospf";
                                        }
                                    }
                                    else { /* RIP */ 
                                        <from> {
                                            <protocol> "udp";
                                            <port> "rip";
                                        }
                                    }
                                    <then> {
                                        <accept>;
                                    }
                                }
                                <term> {
                                    <name> "police-and-accept";
                                    <then> {
                                        <policer> $policer-name;
                                        <accept>;
                                    }
                                }
                            }
                        }
                    }
                    <policer> {
                        <name> $policer-name;
                        <if-exceeding> {
                            <bandwidth-limit> $bandwidth;
                            <burst-size-limit> "100k";
                        }
                        <then> {
                            <discard>;
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
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What to Do Next & Where to Go …  

http://www .juniper .net/dayone

The PDF version of this booklet includes an additional Appendix. 

http://www .juniper .net/automation

The Junos Automation home page, where plenty of useful resources 
are available including training class, recommended reading, and a 
script library - an online repository of scripts that can be used on Junos 
devices.

http://forums .juniper .net/jnet

The Juniper-sponsored J-Net Communities forum is dedicated to 
sharing information, best practices, and questions about Juniper 
products, technologies, and solutions. Register to participate at this 
free forum.

http://www .juniper .net/techpubs/en_US/junos/information-products/topic-collections/config-guide-automation/
frameset .html

All Juniper-developed product documentation is freely accessible at 
this site, including the Junos API and Scripting Documentation.

http://www .juniper .net/us/en/products-services/technical-services/j-care/

Building on the Junos automation toolset, Juniper Networks Advanced 
Insight Solutions (AIS) introduces intelligent self-analysis capabilities 
directly into platforms run by Junos. AIS provides a comprehensive set 
of tools and technologies designed to enable Juniper Networks Techni-
cal Services with the automated delivery of tailored, proactive network 
intelligence and support services. 
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